AN APPRAISAL
(January-August 2006)

ANTI-CORRUPTION COMMISSION

THIMPHU

“Although Bhutan had been once effectively brought under the beneficent influence of
strict law and justice, it subsequently, on account of general corruption and laxity on the
part of those in authority, became slack in all branches. If this should be allowed to
continue, there would be no distinction between right and wrongdoing, no justice and
without justice human beings cannot have happiness and peace.”

Shabdrung Ngawang Namgyal
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SEVEN PRINCIPLES OF PUBLIC LIFE
Selflessness
Holders of public office should take decisions solely in terms of the public interest. They should not do so
in order to gain financial or other material benefits for themselves, their family, or their friends.
Integrity
Holders of public office should not place themselves under any financial or other obligation to outside
individuals or organizations that might influence them in the performance of their official duties.
Objectivity
In carrying out public business, including making public appointments, awarding contracts, or
recommending individuals for rewards and benefits, holders of public office should make choices on merit.
Accountability
Holders of public office are accountable for their decisions and actions to the public and must submit
themselves to whatever scrutiny is appropriate to their office.
Openness
Holders of public office should be as open as possible about all the decisions and actions that they take.
They should give reasons for their decisions and restrict information only when the wider public interest
clearly demands.
Honesty
Holders of public office have a duty to declare any private interests relating to their public duties and to
take steps to resolve any conflicts arising in a way that protects the public interest.
Leadership
Holders of public office should promote and support these principles by leadership and example.

“The biggest challenge facing Bhutan at the
moment is complacency and corruption. We
cannot achieve anything without hard work
and honesty.”

HRH Trongsa Penlop

“Be the change you want to see in the world
(Bhutan).”
Mahatma Gandhi
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Office of the Anti-Corruption Commission

NOTE
This report is only an appraisal of anti-corruption activities undertaken by the office of the AntiCorruption Commission in close collaboration with agencies since its establishment on January 4,
2006. We have attempted to make it comprehensive by taking stock of the government’s
achievements in good governance, forms of corruption pervasive in our system despite the
achievements, its perceived causes and inevitable consequences as inferred from the general
experiences of other countries, Commission’s modus operandi and anti-corruption measures
undertaken till date. Considering the Commission’s infancy, the appraisal is a narrative and
limited in concrete actions and visible impact. We hope that as we grow and mature and with the
continued political will and sustained active support of agencies and public, concrete actions and
impact will be reported in future. A calendar of activities has also been included to provide an
overview of the collective anti-corruption efforts.
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Calendar of Activities (December 2005 -August 2006)

Date
31/12/05
04/01/06
05/01/06

13/01/06

2/2/06
3/2/06
13/02/20
06
01/03/06
6/3/06

6-12/3/06

7/3/06
14/3/06
15/3/06
17/3/06
24/3/06
27/3/06
28/03/06

29/3/06

30/03/06
to
04/04/06
11/4/06

12/4/06

Activity
Royal Decree on the establishment of
Anti-Corruption Commission issued.
Establishment of ACC
Review of draft AC draft Act

Finalized a framework of ACC’s
operations: its mission, vision, code
of conduct, values, standards,
strategies and an action plan.
Appointment of 2 Commissioners
Review of AC Act with stakeholders
ACC sent its first letter to all
Moved to the ACC office
Session in Annual General Meeting
of Construction Association of
Bhutan (CAB AGM)
Chairperson joined 3rd delegation of
Secretaries to Bangalore and
Hyderabad
Presented draft AC Act to CCM
Oath taking ceremony of the
Commissioners
UNDP project signed
Meeting with the RAA (AG &
officers)
Re-submission and presentation of
draft AC Act to CCM
Asset declaration guideline and form
finalized
Meeting with the Internal Auditors &
RAA

Recruited a consultant (former
Singapore’s CPIB Director) under
the UNDP Project for 3 weeks (until
22 April 2005)
First round of discussions with the
stakeholders (including BCCI, TAB,
CAB & Exporters’ & Importers’
Association)
Stakeholders consultative workshop
to draw up a National AntiCorruption Strategy
Annual Engineering Conference “Towards
a
Corruption-free
Construction Industry”

Remarks
1st officer, Chairperson, joined office on January 4, 2006.
Review of the draft AC Act, acts & best practices of other countries
and seeking comments on the draft act from local and external
experts were some of our 1st tasks.

Commissioner Dorji Choden & Commissioner Thinlay Wangdi.
1st meeting with larger number of stakeholders; 5 rounds of meeting
with some lawyers and RBP officials thereafter.
Ministries, agencies, Dzongkhags DYT, GYT, corporations, armed
forces, BCCI, media and NGOs.
Private residence (former NPPF’s Office); prior to that operated
from officers’ respective former workplace.
Fronting dominated the discussions.

Visit covered GOI’s good governance initiatives, in particular egovernance. A report with some recommendations submitted to
Royal Government, Ministers and Secretaries.
To be presented again after further review.
Presided by the Chief Justice.
For institutional development; duration one year &
100,000/- ; expected to be closed by December 2006.
Mutual support and coordination

cost US$

Act cleared for submission to Lhengye Zhungtshog.
Consulted Ministry of Finance & shared with the RCSC (using it
with some modifications).
Understanding, cooperation and coordination. Outcome- MoF to
draw clear mandate for IAUs, auditing guidelines, etc.
A
Government Executive Order was also issued to this effect. The
tripartite meeting convened every quarter; IAUs of corporations and
financial institutes to be also included.
Week 1: consultative meetings with different agencies
Week 2: drafting of documents
Week 3: stakeholders workshop (11 April 2005)
Week 4: finalization of documentations
In preparation for development of a national anti-corruption strategy.

Launched ACC website & released its information leaflet; 138 participants
from DYT & GYT (only Thimphu - 2), government agencies, corporations,
armed forces, BCCI, NGOs & media. Was also the first national level
sensitization workshop.

Key note address by ACC Chairperson: focus on GNH, good
governance, huge resources in construction sector, forms of
corruption in the sector, costs to country & citizens & urgency for
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13/4/06
17/4/06

20/4/06
24/4/06
25/04/06
4/5/06

5/5/06

8/5/06

9/5/06

11/5/06
15/5/06
16/5/06
25/5/06

Meeting with Swiss Ambassador to
India, Dominique Dreyer
Interactive session with Kuensel &
BBS (MD, ED & their senior
managers/ editors)
2nd interactive session with BBS, &
Kuensel (organized by BBS)
Meeting with British Deputy High
Commissioner, New Delhi
1st interview with BBS Radio
Participation in BCCI Annual
General Meeting

Meeting with RUB, CBS, RIM &
NSB (National Statistical Board) on
corruption
perception
survey
questionnaire
2nd phase of UNDP Project proposal

One-day workshop by Dr. George
Larbi on prevention of corruption
through systemic analysis, advocacy
& education and improving ethics,
standards in public service &asset
declaration.
Presentation of draft AC Act
to the Lhengye Zhungtshog
Meeting with AG on systems review
& other related matters
Finalization of corruption perception
survey questionnaire
Meeting on blacklisting/debarring of
firms

26/5/06

1st discussion with Agriculture
Minister and Secretary on the
systemic review.

26/5/06

Conducted pre-test on corruption
perception survey

2830/5/06

Head of the Legal & Policy Planning
Division, Legal Officer Ugyen
Wangdi attended a seminar in
Malaysia.
Session with Chief Justice on PCB,
CCPC, Evidence Act, specific issues
related
to
investigation
&
prosecution, RAA hall
(organized by High Court)

30/5/06

hard action –builders of the nation.
Visit & participation in anti-corruption in Switzerland for two
members of the Commission finalized.
Media policy needed, ACC looked upon as source of information &
cooperation.
General discussion on corruption, role of media & media –
partnership.
Invitation to UK (to be combined with visit to Switzerland).
Agreed to produce monthly radio programme on corruption.
Issues: weak enforcement of rules, giver and taker of bribes to be
equally liable, need to improve systems, need strong laws especially
in light of changes in 2008 and most importantly the will to act and
enforce laws indiscriminately.
Received useful comments/advice on survey & questionnaire. CBS
plans to conduct a survey in September 2006 on GNH indicators corruption will also be addressed; need to coordinate. Future ACC
surveys could be piggy-backed on CBS’ & NSB’s surveys.
Following MOF’s clearance, sent to UNDP; to be funded under
democracy fund (not accepted by the approving authority at UNDP
HQ –30th August announcement).
Over 50 participants from RAC, ministries, BCCI, NGO and media
attended.

Endorsed for submission to National Assembly with some
amendments.
To share information & coordinate action on systems review;
coordinating in some cases.
Pre-test to be conducted.
Attended by MTI, BPC, SPBD, CDB, DOR, MoF officials (Minutes circulated, follow up action by UW); draft rules ready for
discussions with stakeholders.
Since 1st step to preventive measures through systemic reviews, all
Commissioners called on the Minister and also met the Secretary.
Started with MOA because of Minister’s kind invitation & its impact
on larger mass. It is about working together to serve our clients
better by cleaning the system of unnecessary bureaucratic baggage &
certainly not about finding faults.
Pre-test conducted in Thimphu covering government, corporate and
private organizations.
“Denying Safe Haven to Corruption and it’s Assets: Enhancing
Asia-Pacific Cooperation on Mutual Legal Assistance, Extradition
and the Recovery and Return of the Proceeds of Corruption” – good
exposure.
Attended by officials of the High Court, the then Office of Legal
Affairs, RBP and ACC.
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31/5/06

Sensitization meeting at Paro

6/6/06

Sensitization meeting at Wangdue

13/6/06

Sensitization meeting at Thimphu

19/6/06

1st discussion on system review with
Agriculture Ministry

5-24/6/06

Visit to Switzerland, UK, Hong
Kong, Singapore, Malaysia, &
Thailand

25/6/06

Sensitization meeting with Chimis,
Councilors and Dzongdas (85th NA
Session)
First meeting with DoSLR
Meeting with Department of Forestry
Services
Presentation of draft AC Act to
National
Assembly
and
its
ratification
2nd quarter tripartite interaction –
RAA, IAUs & ACC.

26/6/206
28/6/06
3/7/06

7/7/06

12-15/7/06

12/7/06

17/7/06

25/7/06
26/7/06
26-27/7/06

2/8/06

ACC officials visited India - Central
Vigilance Commission
(CVC)
Central Bureau of Investigation
(CBI), Ministry of Personnel, Public
Grievances
&
Pension
&
Transparency International (India
Chapter) and RBE
Meeting with media focal group on
advocacy plan (MOH, MOA,
Kuensel & BBS)
Presentation of DSLR systemic
review proposal (only that related to
the dept.)
Systemic review of surface transport
services (RSTA)
Preliminary rules & regulations for
operationalisation of AC Act drafted
Training by High Court (Chief
Justice & Drangpon Tshering
Wangchuk) on CCPC (Civil &
Criminal Procedure Code) and PC
(Penal Code)
Interaction with Minister, Secretary
& officials of Ministry of Labour &
Human Resources

Attended by about 106 participants - DA staff, DYT/GYT
members, regional &corporate heads; coordinated by Com. Dorji
Choden, Head Legal & Planning Div. & Assistant Edn. Officer.
Attended by about 45 participants - DYT/GYT members &
sectored heads; coordinated by Com. Thinley W., Head Legal &
Planning Div. & Assistant Edn. Officer.
Thimphu Dzongkhag, attended by 40 participants comprising
DYT/GYT members & sector heads; coordinated by Com. T.W.,
heads of tech. divs. & Assistant Edn. Officer.
A total of 26 members from DoFS and DoSLR led by Secretary
attended the meeting –Commissioner Thinley Wangdi & Head
Prevention Division Karma Thinley attended the meeting.
Chief Investigation Officer and Legal Officer joined the
Chairperson and Commissioner Dorji Choden on the visit to Asia.
Reports with recommendations submitted to Royal Secretariat,
Prime Minister, Foreign & Finance Ministries.
Meeting chaired by the Speaker.

DoSLR shared/discussed existing systems in land transactions.
Department to inform ACC after an internal discussion. Status
quo; no progress; it will be revisited.
Ratified with minor changes.

Status of action on last decisions, general sharing of information &
interaction; financial institutes’ and corporations’ IAUs to be
included.
Invitation extended by GOI. Delegation - Chairperson,
Commissioner Thinlay Wangdi, Head Prevention Division, Head
ADM & Personnel and Assistant Public Education Officer.
Report with recommendations submitted to Royal Secretariat,
Prime Minister, Foreign & Finance Ministries.

Tentative activities drawn up.

Court, Dzongkhags, MoHCA & MoA to be included in the
subsequent meetings for a comprehensive review and meaningful
outcome(meeting also attended by ACC Chairperson &
Commissioner Dorji Choden).
Meeting with Director & officials. Service standards & feedback
mechanism to be finalized by end of September 2006.
Have to be reviewed in-house before discussions with
stakeholders.
Attended by officials of RAA, the then OLA & ACC (at ACC
office).

Sensitization and anti-corruption action. Online labour application
appreciated; MLHR have plans to ICTize
management,
administration & procurement.
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2/8/06

29/7/06
6/8/06

Sensitization meeting in Haa

to

3/8/06

Participation in Anti-Corruption
Expertise Workshop at Corrupt
Practices
Investigation
Bureau
(CPIB), Singapore
Sensitization meeting with Punakha
DYT & Punakha Higher Secondary
School

8/8/06

Session with Dasho Meghraj Gurung
(ACC hall)

11/8/06

BBS radio interview on Public
Education Program
2 Project proposals sent to Ministry
of Finance (Danida & Swiss funding)

18/8/06

13-25/8/06

Sensitization meetings in Tashigang,
Tashi Yangtse, Mongar, Bumthang,
Trongsa & Zhemgang

24 &
29/8/06

Working group meeting on land
transaction services (DoA, DoFS,
Dz. Court, DoSLR, Geog, DoLG)

25/8/06

Interaction with heads of tertiary
institutes, NITM (during the 7th COP
meeting)

31/8/06

Press conference & interaction on
“working together”
Interactive session with Dzongdags

31/8/06
31/8/06

Finalized contracts to be signed with
print media & BBS

Attended by DYT/GYT members, sector heads and tshogpas;
coordinated by Com. Dorji Choden, Head Legal & Planning Div.
1
& Assistant Edn. Officer.
Commissioner Thinlay Wangdi and Head Prevention Division
attended the workshop. They also studied the CPIB’s operations.

Attended by 56 DYT/GYT members, DA staff and 543 students of
Punakha Higher Secondary School (classes IX, X & XII);
coordinated by Com. DC, Head Legal & Planning Div. &
Assistant Edn. Officer.
On corruption, value, ethics and Buddhism. A paper titled “In
Search of Ethic of Excellence for Bhutanese Society” was
presented; only for ACC inmates.
Interview with Commissioner Dorji Choden.
To build ACC’s investigative capacity dev. and anticorruption
capacity development of agencies - public and private with a focus
on customer service amounting to Nu. 8 million
5408 participants -DYT members, sector & regional heads,
business community, public (in Shogphu Geog over 400 people
attended), lecturers, teachers & students. Coordinated by Com. DC
& Assistant Public Education Officer Ugyen Tshering.
Documents required, time-frame, criteria followed, etc. on land
transaction discussed &finalized. A senior level meeting to be
organized to rationalize rules & processes for submission to
Agriculture Minister and other stakeholders for endorsement.
Sensitization and action that institutes could take up within &
beyond in partnership with ACC (over 35% of civil servants
supplied by the institutes). Follow-up letter sent to Royal
University of Bhutan & institutes.
Briefing on ACC’s activities; agreed to meet every month.
(attended by BBS, Bhutan Observer, Bhutan Times & Kuensel).
Share information & focus on action – with a focus on leadership
and leading by example; follow-up letter sent to Dzongdags.
6 months contract on public education & advocacy, dissemination
of information on the AC Act & sensitization on systemic flaws
(preventive measures).

Note: ACC’s interactions with agencies on matters related to complaints and other anti-corruption measures and
enquiries that ACC has conducted have not been reflected as these have become part of our day to day functions.
For investigations a separate profile is maintained. Details will be included in the subsequent report (in line with
the AC Act 2006).
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INTRODUCTION
Bhutan, under the wise and benevolent leadership of His Majesty King Jigme Singye
Wangchuck, has witnessed unprecedented progress and peace. Bhutanese society has
undergone dramatic transformation in its journey from subsistence farming to a modern
nation. It has been His Majesty’s persevering determination to establish a system of
governance that is responsive to people’s aspirations and needs. He has always placed
importance on people’s well-being and their active participation in the decision-making
process. He personifies a good and caring government. The steady devolution of powers
with the establishment of Dzongkhag Yargye Tshogdue (DYT) in 1981, Geog Yargye
Tshogchung (GYT) in 1991, devolution of executive powers to an elected Council of
Ministers in 1998, drafting of the Constitution in 2001, further devolution of
administrative and financial powers to the GYT and DYT in 2003 and the plans to
establish parliamentary democracy in 2008 testify His deep conviction in people’s
empowerment. National prosperity indeed hinges on quality and effectiveness of
governance and it in turn hinges on the quality of leadership. 2

Someone said that getting good governance is not the whole answer, but of all ethos that kills the
poor, none is as lethal as bad governance. Good governance has been the cornerstone of the
government’s development policies. Numerous legislative, judicial, administrative and public
service reforms have been initiated. The government continues to promulgate transparency,
accountability, efficiency and professionalism, the hall-marks of good governance. To ensure
continued justice, unity, peace and happiness of the people all time, institutions and systems are
being established and people being made aware not only of their rights but also of their
fundamental duties, particularly in a new political milieu. Being concerned over the growing
corruption and the threat it posed to the stability and progress of the country, undermining the very
values of good governance, ethical values, justice and the rule of law, on December 31, 2005, His
Majesty decreed that an anti-corruption commission be established.
The Royal Decree states that, “With the rapid pace of economic development in our country, there
have been changes in the thinking of the people with the influence of self-interest leading to
corrupt practices taking place in both the government and the private sector. If appropriate steps
are not taken now to stop this trend, it will lead to very serious problems in the future, for both the
government and the people, in our country with a very small population. In this regard, it is the
responsibility of every Bhutanese to act against corruption in our country. At a time when we are
establishing parliamentary democracy in the country, it is very important to curb and root out
corruption from the very beginning. Therefore, it is imperative to establish the Office of the AntiCorruption Commission before the adoption of the Constitution and build a strong foundation for
the Commission to effectively carry out its functions and responsibilities.”
Anti-corruption measures have been generally addressed through the good governance policies of
the government and the important responsibility have resided with all agencies. It is learnt that in
the late 1970s till early 1980s, there was an independent body called the Court of Vigilance. It had
four members with Zhung Kalyon as its chairperson. It reportedly functioned as a special audit and
2

National prosperity hinges on quality of governance
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an investigation body. The Royal Audit Authority (RAA) was established in 1977; it is also an
anti-corruption agency within its limited mandate and an important ally of the Anti-Corruption
Commission.
Corruption, however, as an issue was addressed only in 1999. When His Majesty graciously
acceded to the repeated appeals of the ministers to commemorate 25 years of His glorious reign,
He expressed the desire that if at all the occasion has to be marked, it should help enhance the
ability of the government to be sensitive and responsive to the needs of the people, that initiatives
are taken to raise public awareness and prevent the evil of corruption from taking root in our
society and to improve the morale of civil servants. Papers on corruption were presented at a
seminar attended by a cross section of people at the Royal Institute of Management (RIM), a
limited sample study on forms of corruption was conducted by the Centre for Bhutan Studies
(CBS) and a panel discussion was organized also at the RIM which amongst others covered
corruption. The establishment of internal audit units in the (bigger) ministries in 2003 is also an
outcome of the 1999 good governance initiative: “Enhancing Good Governance: Promoting
Efficiency, Transparency and Accountability for Gross National Happiness.” Combating
corruption as a national agenda featured only in the 2005 GG+ Report, wherein all agencies –
public and private are required to implement anti-corruption initiatives. 3
Corruption is as ancient as it is universal and Bhutan also has not been spared of the menace. It is a
silent white collar crime involving willing partners. Human and organizational weaknesses breed
corruption. It undermines the rule of law and erodes the institutional capacity of the government as
procedures are disregarded, resources siphoned off and officials promoted without regard to
performance. It profits only a small number of people but burdens the nation and its citizens. It
breeds inequality and injustice. Like the four Noble Truth of Lord Buddha, we know the truth
(existence) of corruption in Bhutan, the truth of the origin (cause) of corruption, the truth of the
cessation (prevention) of corruption and the truth of the path (strategy) to cessation of corruption.
People at large are aware of the various forms, levels and extent of corruption in the country. The
establishment of the Anti-Corruption Commission by the Royal Government and HRH Trongsa
Penlop’s zealous drive against fighting complacency, dishonesty and corruption have generated
greater public awareness but the “will” to combat corruption is yet to be felt.
Corruption has become systemic and a norm in Bhutan because it has low risk and high gain.
Some common forms of corruption are (random order): (i) manipulations of estimates
(construction alone accounts for 30-40 % of an annual budget- Nu.4627- 5398 4million for 2005-6
FY), (ii) public servant-private sector and private-private sector collusions in tendering, (iii) abuse
of tax and trade policies, (iv) tax evasion, (v) payments for unexecuted works or undelivered
goods, (vi) collusion in procurement (accounts for about 25-30% of the annual budget)
(quantitative and qualitative manipulations; fictitious and unnecessary purchases), (vii) actions by
officials against the principles of meritocracy that impinge on the performance and morale of
public servants (remuneration accounts for about 15% of the total annual budget- Nu.2313
million), (viii) misuse of training opportunities (accounts for 5% of the budget-Nu.771 million),
(ix) discriminate enforcement of laws, (x) intentional delays of approvals and clearances (xi)
illegal ownership of government land, (xii) misuse of consultancies, (xiii) fronting, (xiv) ad hoc
And governance on quality leadership!!!
4
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development programme, (xv) misuse of natural resources (consequent costs of such malpractices
are high), (xvi) misuse of government properties and facilities including office time, (xvii)
exploitation of public servants for private work, (xviii) embezzlement of funds, (xix)
manipulations in air ticketing, (xx) manipulations of bills including double and false claims (e.g.
rampancy of false and unjustified TA/DA and medical claims; TA/DA accounts for 5.5 % of the
budget –Nu.848 million for 2005-6 FY), (xxi) pilferage of stores and vehicle parts including fuel,
(xxii) manipulation in rentals and hiring of private properties, (xxiii) under invoicing, (xxiv)
underassessment of auction items, (xxv) manipulations of 5vehicle accident reports and insurance
claims, (xxvi) bribery, (xxvii) forgery, (xxviii) illegal land transactions, (xxix) nepotism and (xxx)
abuse of authority.
Some typical features of our system that breed corruption are: (i) concentration of powers (ii) weak
or non-existent check and balance (iii) poor transparency; (iv) restricted access to information; (v)
lack of accountability; (vi) undefined discretionary powers; (vii) unclear rules and procedures;
(viii) elaborate regulatory systems; (ix) weak oversight and enforcement; (x) patronage, and (xi)
high tolerance for corruption. These reflect poor organizational health and thus the quality of
leadership. A credible, responsive and a dynamic public service is intrinsic to good governance as
public servants implement policies, plans and programme. 6
Corruption is generally believed to thrive when people receive meager salaries. However, if higher
salary were a solution, every salary revision by the government corruption should have decreased.
Higher salary without strong will and commitment to change attitude and to strictly enforce anticorruption regulations is a non-starter. Curbing corruption is about changing attitude and behavior.
It is unfortunate and ironical that Bhutanese as Buddhists have developed high tolerance for
corruption, undermining the moral essence enshrined in Buddhism. Inaction against corrupt people
and the culture of impunity have created fertile ground for corruption to pervade.

ESTABLISHMENT
The Anti-Corruption Commission (ACC) was established on January 4, 2006. The Commission
has a chairperson and two commissioners. It is supported by a secretariat. It has three principal
functions, viz. prevention of corruption, public education and advocacy on forms, extent and costs
of corruption and citizen’s important role in combating corruption and investigation of corruption
cases. There are five main divisions: Policy Planning and Legal, 7Prevention, Public Education
and Advocacy, Investigation and AFD & Personnel (Organogram at Annex I).
The ACC has attempted to define its ethos from the spirit of the Royal Decree, which states that,
“The Chairperson of the Anti-Corruption Commission must discharge her responsibilities with
utmost loyalty and dedication to the government and the people, unaffected by any consideration
for those in positions of power and influence, showing full transparency and no discrimination

Fighting corruption is integral to good governance.
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whatsoever in the line of her work. The Anti-Corruption Commission must fulfill its responsibility
of curbing and rooting out corruption through timely and effective checking on private utilization
of public funds and persons engaged in unauthorized use of public resources. Towards this end, the
Chairperson of the Anti-Corruption Commission is authorized to carry out investigations on any
person in Bhutan, regardless of status or position, in the course of discharging her important
responsibilities.”
Our Mission
To build an in-corruptible society which upholds the values of Right View, Right Intention, Right
Speech, Right Action, Right Livelihood, Right Effort, Right Mindfulness & Right Reflection.
Our Vision8
To be the conscience of the nation.
Our Core Values9
Teamwork, result-orientedness, commitment, fearlessness, fairness, impartiality, expediency,
innovativeness and tenacity of purpose.
Our Service Standards
Courteous to visitors, speedy response to calls, complaints and investigation, etc. (has to be
quantified).
Our Code of Conduct
• Maintain the highest standard of integrity, honesty, selflessness and fairness.
• Act in accordance with law.
• Conduct duties without fear or favor, prejudice or ill will, avoiding all forms of
discriminations.
• Display professional excellence.
• Maintain highest degree of confidentiality.
• Exercise courtesy and restraint in words and action.
• Declare all conflicts of interests.
• Take no undue advantage of one’s authority and position.
• Be accountable for one’s actions and instructions.
• Receive no gift or favor.
Drawing general guidance from the Royal Government’s concerns over growing corruption and its
aspiration for a united, secure, just, peaceful, prosperous and a happy nation, fully recognizing the
indispensability of collective efforts and the critical role of the people, our principal strategy is a
coherent and a comprehensive approach of in-house capacity development and networking,
prevention, education and advocacy and prosecution. In pursuit of our values and service
standards, our first priority has been to establish the institution on the right foundation with
adequate professional capacity, ethos and systems of operation through promotion of a spirit of

Bhutan as a small country cannot afford corruption!!!
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mutual co-operation and confidence between agencies and the ACC; public and the ACC. In
pursuance of the above, a general letter was sent to all – public and private organizations (Annex
II).
Till the end of February 2006, the Commission functioned from different places (officers’ former
offices). On March 1, 2006, the office moved to a private residence (NPPF’s former office, above
the Memorial Chorten). Currently the office has 18 staff members: 3 Commissioners, 7 officers
and 8 support staff (includes three drivers) (List at Annex III). The office plans to have a total
strength of at least 26 staff members by the end of this year.

CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT
Professional development of anti-corruption personnel of the ACC and its partners is critical for
any initiative to be sustainably and successfully implemented. Combating corruption as a
collective responsibility, meaningful and productive partnerships need to be forged. In achieving
this important objective, ACC undertook the following activities:
Training 10
Incountry
Dr. George Larbi, Professor, School of Public Policy, University of Birmingham conducted a one
day training on May 9, 2006. Over 50 participants from various public and private entities attended
it. Its primary objective was to develop capacity and synergy amongst the stakeholders in fighting
corruption. The training focused on understanding corruption and its impact, assessing institutional
and organizational infrastructure and mechanism for controlling corruption, understanding
strategies for combating corruption and improving ethics, standards and transparency in public
service and managing conflict of interest.
On May 30, High Court organized a session
on the Penal Code, Civil and Criminal
Procedures Code, Evidence Act and other
issues related to investigation and
prosecution for the officials of High Court,
Office of Attorney General, RBP and ACC.
The Chief Justice presided over the session.
The High Court also trained officials of the
ACC, RAA and the Office of the Attorney
General on Civil and Criminal Procedure
Code and the Evidence Act from July 26-27, Capacity Development Training in Anti-Corruption
2006.

Bhutanese as Buddhists should be incorruptible!!!
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An interactive session with Dasho Meghraj Gurung was organized on corruption, value, ethics and
Buddhism on August 8, 2006 for the ACC officials. A paper titled “In Search of Ethic of
Excellence for Bhutanese Society” was presented.
Ex-country
The Head of Legal and Policy Planning Division, Legal Officer Ugyen Wangdi attended a three
day seminar on “Denying Safe Haven to Corruption and its Assets: Enhancing Asia-Pacific
Cooperation on Mutual Legal Assistance, Extradition and the Recovery and Return of the Proceeds
of Corruption” at the Malaysian Anti-Corruption Academy (MACA) from March 28-30, 2006.
Although it was not directly relevant to Bhutan, it sensitized the officer of different aspects of
corruption. It will not be long before money laundering becomes a problem in the country.
The Chairperson and Commissioner Dorji Choden participated in a two day SDC-organized anticorruption workshop in Zurich from June 8-9, 2006 with resource persons from Utstein AntiCorruption Resource Center, Norway. The objectives of the workshop were to provide a better
framework to better understand corruption and to improve the effectiveness of donor assistance.
Commissioner Thinlay Wangdi and Karma Thinlay, Head of the Prevention Division participated
in the anticorruption workshop on “Excellence in Investigation” at the Corrupt Practices
Investigation Bureau (CPIB), Singapore from August 2-4, 2006. They were attached to the Bureau
from July 31- August 1, 2006 to study its operations.
Every training opportunity is used as a multiplier by sharing insights, skills and knowledge with
other officials. (in ACC) 11
Visits and Networking
Ex-country
The Chairperson joined the third delegation of Secretaries to Bangalore and Hyderabad from
March 6-12, 2006. The visit covered good governance initiatives and in particular e-governance,
which is being implemented successfully. The Government of India has set new standards and
roles for itself through strategic reviews, diagnosis of systems and procedures and implementation
of well designed action plans. There is a paradigm shift from government-centric to citizencentric, from a dispassionate government to a caring government. Impact of ICT in enhancing
good governance was clearly visible. Integrated service call centres, development of (citizen’s
charters) service standards and public
grievances re-dressal system are results of
the GoI’s e-governance initiative.
12

A report on the visit with observations and
recommendations was submitted to the
government with a copy each to all the
ministries. ICT application is an effective
Corruption breeds inequality & injustice.
12

Aum Neten Zangmo, Chairperson with Mr. Vijay Shankar Director CBI
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tool to curb corruption and improve public service delivery. The ACC is making efforts to
facilitate expeditious implementation of the ICT plans.
On the invitation of the Swiss and British governments, the Chairperson and Commissioner Dorji
Choden visited various institutions in Switzerland and England from June 6-14. While in
Switzerland they met senior officials of the Public Prosecutor’s Office and Department of Legal
Assistance and Money Laundering of Zurich Canton, Institute of Federalism of Fribourg
University, Basel Institute of Governance, Parliament, Department of Foreign Affairs, SDC and
Transparency International (Swiss chapter).
In London (June 12-14), the delegation met senior officials of the Cabinet Office (Cross Whitehall
Group on Corruption), Foreign and Commonwealth Office, Home Office, Department for
International Development, Serious Fraud Office (SFO), National Audit Office, Crown
Prosecution Services, London Metropolitan Police (Anti-Corruption Command, Directorate of
Professional Standards), Crown Agents and Transparency International (U.K. Chapter).
The Chairperson and the Commissioner were joined the Heads of Investigation and Legal and
Policy Planning Divisions enroute to Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand from June 15
– 23, 2006. The delegation met with their counterparts: Independent Commission Against
Corruption (ICAC), Hong Kong, Corrupt Practices Investigation Bureau (CPIB), Singapore, AntiCorruption Agency (ACA) & Anti-Corruption Academy of Malaysia (MACA), National Counter
Corruption Commission (NCCC), Thailand and the UNDP Regional Office in Bangkok.
The visits, as an effort towards fulfilling the larger goal of institutional development, were timely
and insightful. Although the development stage, social, economic and political conditions and
dimensions of corruption at home and Europe are different, management and organizational
efficacy and culture and anti-corruption initiatives in the private sector are worth adapting. It has
broadened and deepened the officials’ understanding of corruption, its risks and anticorruption
strategies. Visit to Asia provided comprehensive information on anti-corruption institutions,
organizational structure, functions, policies and strategies and drew useful lessons from their
experiences. Information, ideas and training opportunities are being shared with organizations.
Useful contacts have been established and the ACC will capitalize on them. 13
On the invitation of the Government of India, the Chairperson, Commissioner Thinlay Wangdi,
Heads of Prevention Division and AFD & Personnel Divisions and the Assistant Education Officer
visited the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI), Central Vigilance Commission (CVC), Central
Bureau of Investigation Academy, Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances & Pensions and
Transparency International (India) from July 12-15, 2006. While in Delhi, the delegation also
briefed the officials of the Royal Bhutanese Embassy on the Royal Government’s concerns over
corruption, nature and extent of corruption, ACC’s mandate, strategies and plan of action.
Detailed reports of all the visits with observations and recommendations were submitted to the
concerned authorities in the government.

Fighting corruption is a collective responsibility!!!
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Networking within the Country
Bound by the philosophical imperative of Gross National Happiness, government’s good
governance policies, the common desire to bring about greater efficiency, transparency,
accountability and professionalism and the concerns of growing corruption, the ACC, since
inception, has endeavored to build alliances with natural partners such as the RAA, educational
and religious institutions (yet to discuss properly), Internal Audit Units (IAU), interest groups and
media. A close working relationship has been established with the RAA but has to be
institutionalized. The RAA, Internal Audit Units of the ministries and the ACC meet every quarter.
Efforts are being made to make IAUs purposeful and effective.
Initial discussions have been initiated with some schools (during the advocacy visits), Dzongkhags
and tertiary institutions regarding anti-corruption initiatives within their organizations and beyond
as ACC’s vehicle (e.g. RUB and RIM could undertake research works and system analysis and
students could educate their parents, relatives and communities). Interactive sessions with the
heads of tertiary institutes (these institutions supply over 35% of the civil servants) and Dzongdags
were organized on August 25 and 31, 2006. At the press conference held on August 31, 2006, it
has been agreed that a monthly interaction between the ACC and the media will be convened
hereafter. A group of focal persons from the Ministries of Health and Agriculture, Kuensel and
BBS have been formed to strategize public education programme.
The ACC will continue to forge collective efforts towards preventing and combating corruption
through building institutions that are caring, effective, responsive, transparent and accountable.
Technical Assistance
Establishment and capacity development require substantive resources and more so for a new
institution. The government’s and the UNDP’s generous support facilitated smooth establishment
of the office. The ACC employed Mr. Chua Cher Yak, the former Director of CPIB, Singapore, as
a consultant from March 29 to April 21, 2006. He reviewed the draft Anti-Corruption Act,
prepared a national anti-corruption strategy and an action plan, which is being reviewed by the
ACC and will be launched towards the end of 2006. He also prepared a preliminary outline of
some rules and procedures on complaint’s management and investigation.
Projects
The ACC signed a one-year project titled “Institutional and Human Capacity Building of the AntiCorruption Commission” with UNDP on March 14, 2006 with a budget of US$100,000. Its
implementation is well underway and will be completed by December 2006. The project covers
14
establishment, public education and advocacy and institutional development.
The 2nd phase of the UNDP project with an estimated cost of US $ 250000/- had also been
prepared but reportedly has not been accepted by the UNDP HQ.

Corruption benefits only a few; it burdens the nation & its citizens!!!
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Project proposals for ACC’s investigative capacity development and anticorruption capacity
development of agencies- public and private with a focus on customer service have also been sent
to the Ministry of Finance on August 18, 2006. Total cost of the projects is about Nu. 8.0 million.
Danida and SDC-Helvetas have given an affirmative response. The projects are expected to be
implemented by September/October 2006.

LEGISLATION
On His Majesty’s Command, the first draft of the Anti-Corruption Act of Bhutan was prepared by
Dasho Kunzang Wangdi, the then Auditor General of Bhutan. The draft was reviewed by the High
Court, which was the basis for further review by the ACC. The review process entailed series of
consultations with stakeholders, lawyers and RBP officials, research on anti-corruption laws and
best practices of various countries, reference to domestic laws and review by some external
experts. The draft was presented to the Council of Ministers (twice), Lhengye Zhungtshog and the
Legislative Committee of the National Assembly. It was ratified by the National Assembly on July
3, 2006 during its 85th session. The act will be distributed widely as soon as it is signed by the
Speaker and disseminated to the public.
Preliminary drafts of various rules have been prepared (list at Annex IV). After proper in-house
review of the drafts, consultations will be held with stakeholders, wherever necessary, before
finalization.

PUBLIC EDUCATION & ADVOCACY
Curbing corruption is about changing
attitude, changing negative habits and
behavior. More importantly, people have
to realize that corruption benefits only
few people but burdens the nation and its
citizens. Hence, people must be made
aware again and again of the nature of
corruption, extent of corruption, its costs
and most importantly their role in
fighting corruption. Mindsets need to be
changed, the resigned attitude of
nothing-can-be-done-because-everybody Aum Dorji Choden, Commissioner with the public of Shongphu
is-connected-to-everybody has to give
way to rejuvenation of will and spirit to fight corruption with determination and make corruption
absolutely intolerable for anti-corruption initiatives to sustain. 15
In most countries, any anti-corruption initiative is a non-starter because of lack of political will and
the inertia of sheer corruption load. Bhutan is fortunate that the political will to fight corruption
exists at the highest level, it is a small country and corruption is still manageable. It is critical to
build the foundation, i.e. citizens’ awareness, their cognizance of the need to address it, most
importantly recognize their responsibility and resolve to fight corruption. Otherwise, in the current
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ambience of complacency, indifference and resignation, anti-corruption initiatives will continue to
be relegated to just loud and empty statements. The powerful and the influential should be
committed to translating their vocal statements to action, must do what they say and say what they
do. They must lead by example for people to have trust and confidence in the system and the
government. Further, as people are generally unaware of government policies, rules and
procedures, access and dissemination to/of information is important as it is fundamental to good
governance. 16
The Prime Minister launched the ACC website and general information leaflet (Dzongkha &
English) on April 11, 2006. The leaflet was distributed to the general public through public and
private entities, schools and NGOs. There is a dedicated IT staff to maintain a dynamic, useful,
friendly website. Joint production of monthly radio programme on corruption, citizens’ role in
fighting corruption, religious underpinning of values and ethics, Anti-Corruption Act and other
related matters with BBS began since April 2006. As a sustained effort towards keeping people
effectively informed of various anti-corruption measures, a contract has been finalized to be signed
with various media houses.
The ACC conducted public education and advocacy programme in 11 Dzongkhags coinciding with
the DYT and other meetings in the Dzongkhags (ACC has restrained from organizing separate
meetings for its purpose). The participants were DYT/GYT members, civil and public servants,
students and teachers (of 15 schools & College) and business community. Except for Shongphu
Geog (400 people attended the meeting), the advocacy programme till now has not covered the
general public. While the local leaders are expected to educate the people on this important matter,
the ACC considers interaction with the people critical and hence will capitalize on the series of
10th plan preparation meetings that the Dzongkhags Administrations are organizing with the
people. Further, interaction with the general public will be organized during the one month
nationwide corruption perception survey, which will be conducted in September. The content
generally covered ACC’s mandate, anticorruption strategies, definition of corruption, its causes
and consequences, citizens’ role in combating corruption and some important aspects of the AntiCorruption Act 2006. The summary report on the sensitization meetings is attached at Annex V.
Public in general admit that there is
corruption in all sectors and at all
levels, but more at higher posts and
in larger works. While establishment
of the ACC is appreciated, they are
concerned that it would only have
good policies and strategies but fail
to enforce the laws stringently and
indiscriminately. Post 2008, many
express concerns that corruption Commissioner with the students of Sherubling Higher Secondary School
would rise especially in elections
and the ACC being small could not cover all the areas.

Curbing corruption is about changing attitude & behavior.
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Interestingly, people generally do not consider bribery to be serious at the moment. However, the
customary “changjey” is perceived to be increasingly getting in the way of good governance and
public service delivery tantamounting to an act of bribery. Many feel the need to make a clear
distinction between “changjey” and corruption. Nepotism is also considered as a serious issue and
deep rooted corruption in Bhutan. Particularly, students are vocal on preferential treatment that
those with influential background enjoy during selection interviews for trainings/scholarships,
employment, postings/transfers, medical treatment referrals, school admission and police cases.
Other concerns of the people are mechanisms to check corruption in the ACC and other law
enforcement agencies, protection for informers, penalty for providing false information, criteria for
selecting good leaders, ACC’s relation with media and RAA and malpractices during examinations
in schools. 17
On June 25, 2006, the ACC conducted an interactive session with the Councilors, Dzongdas and
Chimis (during the 85th session of the National Assembly) at the Royal Banquet Hall. The Speaker
chaired the session. Concerns were expressed over ACC’s capacity, effective fulfillment of its
mandate particularly in a small and cohesive society, malicious intentions of informants,
difficulties in gathering evidence, prosecutor of corruption cases being from the office of the
attorney general, who is appointed by the Prime Minister, conflict of interests, cases being
protracted, etc. The members were reminded of their fundamental duty of upholding justice and
fighting corruption as prescribed in the Constitution and as leaders the importance of leading by
example, doing what they say and saying what they do. While systems, policies and laws were
largely in place, compliance and enforcement were weak, thus rendering them rhetorical. It was
stressed that public support should not simply end with “expectations.”
To foster a culture of intolerance towards corruption
and ultimately build a
corruption-free society, the
long term goals, character
development of the society
with ethical and moral
underpinnings is critical. As a
small effort towards this
aspiration, the ACC plans to
work closely with the youth A session with the leaders of the nation (National Assembly)
on value education and with
Dratshang to translate the essence of Buddhism to anti-corruption measures.

PREVENTION OF CORRUPTION
Counseled by the traditional wisdom of prevention being better than cure, the ACC is making
humble efforts with the support from agencies in developing a national anticorruption strategy and
an action plan to provide a platform for concerted efforts, optimization of limited resources and in
particular addressing systemic deficiencies and flaws.
Public accountability is integral to good governance!!!
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Development of a National Anti-Corruption Strategy & an Action Plan
The good governance policy of the government provides a platform for a coherent action.
However, as governance encompasses a plethora of wide-ranging issues it risks oversight of
important issues like corruption and correspondingly measures to curb it. Therefore, a national
anti-corruption strategy and an action plan become imperative for greater focus, sustainability and
18
visible impact.
On April 11, 2006, the ACC conducted a one-day Consultative Workshop: Preparation of a
National Anti-Corruption Strategy at the Royal Banquet Hall, Thimphu. More than 138
participants from different government agencies, people’s representatives (Councilors and a Gup
and a Chimi from Thimphu Dzongkhag), corporations, security forces, media, BCCI and NGOs
attended the workshop. While time was short to achieve the objective of the workshop, it
succeeded
in
National Consultative Workshop with Stakeholders
sensitizing agencies
about the need to
discuss the problem
openly and more
importantly to forge
the much desired
synergy and the will
to fight corruption.
The workshop focused on the nature and extent of corruption, causes of corruption, its ill effects
and the role of stakeholders - private and public entities and citizens at large.
The ACC is working on the preliminary draft of the strategy and action plan prepared by the
resource person and will be released by the end of this year.
Systemic Review
Systemic review is a management imperative. A system is created to achieve the political, social
and economic goals of a nation. Regulation, an inherent element of a system, is important in
governance but should not be an end or an objective in itself, but a means of assuring public
interest or a public goal. Overregulation makes it difficult for people to grasp and hence hinders
compliance, becomes unnecessarily time consuming and irritating. Further, when there are unclear
and conflicting policies and laws, long processes and over-regulation, administrative burden and
costs to the government, private sector and the people are huge and stunts economic growth as
these irritants discourage business initiatives; corruption finds refuge in the jungle of unclear and
unnecessary rules and procedures. In Denmark, it cost the government € 4.3 billion (2.4% of GDP)
due to unnecessary regulation and paper work. In the Netherlands, paperwork alone costs
companies €16.4 billion a year (3.6% of GDP); the government saved € 1.9 billion with the
introduction of about 100 measures (to reduce red-tape) and hopes to save another € 2.1 billion in
2007 with 700 more measures. From the above, the costs of red tape that developing countries like

Combating corruption should be a top national agenda!!!
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Bhutan must be bearing can be gauged. A process for systemic review is attached at Annex V
(only a sample).
Government has the important responsibility to create conducive conditions for economic agents
and people at large. While rules and regulation are a major instrument of government policies,
their quality has to be ensured by a process of regular reviews focusing on their objectives, costs
and benefits. Compliance with increasing volume of regulation without clear benefit or purpose
can be costly to the government and the public as elicited above. Process and rules driven
management paradigm with an emphasis on hierarchical decision making and control have to give
way to decentralized result-oriented system based on principles that centre on entrepreneurial
dynamism and competition. 19
Policy options, laws, rules and procedures have to be simplified, consolidated, harmonized and
disseminated, one-stop service desk for clients have to be created (yet to be implemented despite
the 99 governance initiative; some moves being made following GG+), collaboration and
coordination between concerned agencies need to be enhanced, reduce human interface through
ICT and service providers – i.e. public servants have to cultivate client friendly attitude (client
feedback must form an important element of performance measurement). Further, public servants,
particularly in vulnerable sectors, need to be transferred regularly (rule exists but enforcement
weak). Ensure effective and indiscriminate enforcement of laws, which will warrant re-orientation
of organizational culture and close monitoring. The above are not novel but overstated policies and
rules that beg serious, conscientious and indiscriminate implementation.
In an effort to allay the general apprehension of agencies and more importantly to “ventilate” the
system, the ACC’s approach has been about working together with agencies, as experts, in their
realm of affairs and being at the helm of the important task and not about finger pointing and fault
finding. While systemic reviews are also an integral responsibility of the agencies, the ACC will
facilitate and coordinate such reviews. The target areas are those that have larger impact on
people’s lives, country’s economy and vulnerability to corruption.
Ministry of Agriculture
The Agriculture Ministry was chosen because of the Minister’s support and the factors mentioned
above. The review process commenced on June 19, 2006.
Department of Survey and Land Records
The comprehensive review of the land transaction process brought together the stakeholders –
Dzongkhag Court, Ministry of Home and Cultural Affairs, Ministry of Agriculture, Department of
Survey & Land Records and people’s representatives (a Chimi and Gup from Thimphu). The
working group has consolidated the existing rules and procedures and has proposed some service
standards. However, much still remains to be desired in terms of critical systemic review; the
inherent problem of territorialism is a serious impediment to any change. Senior officers’ group
will review the matter for the desired result: service standards (quality, time, fees, royalty,
documents required, etc.), public grievance redressal mechanism and rules and procedures
simplified for efficiency and strengthened to curb corruption and for better delivery of service. The
The prevailing culture of impunity has to give way to a culture of probity!!!
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recommendations will be submitted to the Agriculture Minister and representatives of the Royal
Court of Justice and Ministry of Home and Cultural Affairs next month for perusal and
endorsement. Once approved, these will be disseminated for public information and compliance by
all concerned. Following the successful implementation of the above, the ministry should conduct
similar reviews for the other departments. The ACC will follow up and evaluate duly. Services and
their delivery are measurements of good governance. Service standards and public grievances
redressal mechanism are means to enhance efficiency, transparency and public accountability and
hence foster mutual trust and confidence between citizens and the government. Public
accountability should form an integral component of public performance management systems. 20
Department of Forestry Services
Unlike the Department of Survey and Land Records, there has been no progress after one round of
meeting with the Director General and his officials since they claim to have no problems.
Meanwhile, the ACC has collected some documents for review and the Department will be
revisited.
Ministry of Works and Human Settlement
Construction
Construction sector with over 30-40% of annual budget as its allocation (not considering the mega
projects) is one of the most corruption prone sectors. As also desired by the Minister, systemic
review of the sector will be undertaken soon in close concert with stakeholders. Meanwhile a
general letter has been sent to the ministry with regards to the chronic problems in the sector. The
idea about the Transparency International’s (TI) Integrity Pact (IP) has been shared with the
ministry to generate greater commitment to fighting corruption.
Originally called “Island of Integrity”, the IP is a tool developed during the 1990s by Transparency
International (TI) to help governments, businesses and civil society to fight corruption in the field
of public contracting. It consists of a process that includes an agreement between a government
department and all bidders, which contains rights and obligation to the effect that neither side will
pay, offer, demand or accept bribes, or collude with competitors to obtain the contract, or while
carrying it out. Bidders will also disclose all commissions and similar expenses paid by them to
anybody in connection with the contract; and that sanction will apply when violation occur.
Sanctions range from loss or denial of contract, forfeiture of the bid or performance bond and
liability for damages, to blacklisting for future contracts on the side of the bidders and criminal or
disciplinary action against employees of the government.
The IP allows companies to refrain from bribing in the knowledge that their competitors are bound
by the same rules. It allows governments to reduce the high cost of corruption on procurement,
privatization and licensing. The IP has shown itself to be adaptable to many legal settings and
flexible in its application. Since its original conception, the TI-developed tool of the Integrity.
The Pact has been now used in more than 14 countries worldwide and has benefited from the
feedback of a variety of individuals and organizations.
To start with, the essence of IP could form a part of the tender documents.
Corruption undermines efficiency, transparency, accountability & professionalism.
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The Construction Association of Bhutan (CAB) has also expressed its concerns over the prevailing
problems in the sector (meeting with the General Secretary on August 22, 2006). The importance
of the private sector cleaning its backyard and big business houses leading by example was
stressed. A copy of the Transparency International’s “Integrity Pact (IP)” was also shared with the
General Secretary.
Road Safety & Transport Authority (RSTA)
The ACC met with the Director and his officials on July 25, 2006. RSTA has already listed the
services that it provides. Service standards and redressal mechanism will be established and
publicized by the end September 2006. 21
Ministry of Labour and Human Resources
The Ministry of Labour and Human Resources organized an interactive session with the ACC on
August 2, 2006 to understand ACC’s role, anti-corruption strategies, exchange views on
corruption, tradition vis-à-vis corruption and some ways to address corruption such as
development of service standards, public grievance redressal mechanism and application of ICT.
The online labour application initiated by the ministry has been generally appreciated by the public
and bearing results in terms of efficiency, transparency and curbing corruption. The ministry is
working on ITCization of its administration and management including procurement. 22
Cooperation and Coordination
Private sector
The ACC participated in the Annual General Meeting of Construction Association of Bhutan
(CABs) and the BCCI on March 6 and May 4, 2006, respectively. Recognizing the prevalence of
corruption, its causes and costs and the importance of collective responsibility in fighting
corruption was reiterated. The ACC exhorted the forum to recommend concrete action plan to
fight corruption. Stress was laid on big business houses leading the private sector by example and
translating talks to action. A clear partnership strategy is yet to be drawn.
RAA and Ministries
Bound by the common objectives of enhancing efficiency, transparency, accountability and
professionalism, it is only natural for the RAA, Internal Audit Units (IAUs) of the ministries and
the ACC to share information and experiences, coordinate and cooperate in anti-corruption
initiatives. A tripartite consultation and a coordination forum was established on March 28, 2006,
which meets quarterly. The Internal Audit Units (IAUs) of the ministries, established in 2003 as a
recommendation of the 1999 good governance initiative with important responsibilities, have
remained weak, incapacitated and with varying mandate. As an outcome of the first meeting, the
Ministry of Finance is in the process of developing IAUs’ terms of reference, code of ethics,
guidelines, manuals and standards. The Prime Minister has also issued a directive to that effect.
The RAA has agreed to assist in IAUs’ capacity development and developing auditing standards,
INACTION should not seek refuge in lack of resources!!!
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rules and procedures. However, if IAUs continue to remain ineffective, their status may have to
be reviewed. Financial institutes’ and corporations’ IAUs will also be included in the forum from
the subsequent sessions.
Media
Responsible media is indispensable to good governance and hence an important ACC ally. The
ACC conducted two rounds of informal interactive sessions with representatives from Kuensel and
BBS Corporation on April 17 and 20, 2006. Importance of media’s role in combating corruption,
accessibility of information and sharing of information and professionalism of journalists were
discussed. While focal persons in BBS and Kuensel have been identified, as of now interaction
with media has been ad hoc. A clear strategy is yet to be developed. Meanwhile, contracts have
been finalized to be signed with all media houses. A monthly meeting with media will also be
convened henceforth.
Asset Declaration
Ethics and standards in public life and for strategies to control corruption are central to good
governance and management in public services. People expect public servants to serve public
interest with fairness and to manage public resources judiciously and properly. It is important to
develop and maintain public trust and confidence in the government and its officials through clear
accountability and transparency systems. One of the mechanisms is disclosure of income, assets &
liabilities by public servants. 23
An asset declaration form and guidelines have been developed (Annex VII). Ministry of Finance
reviewed the draft. RCSC, with some minor modifications, has adopted the guideline and the
form. The form has to be filled by the employees of all public entities and its administration will
be decentralized to the respective entities. An advocacy programme will be launched in
October/November 2006 and will be implemented in November/December 2006.
Corruption Perception Survey
There are varying perceptions of forms, extent and causes of corruption in the country. Besides a
random and limited interview on forms of corruption by the CBS in 1999, no empirical study has
been conducted. In order to correctly understand or reconfirm general perception of corruption in
the country and to facilitate institutions such as the ACC to make informed decisions, a nationwide
corruption perception survey will be conducted from 25th September – 27th October, 2006
(questionnaire at Annex VIII). Inputs were sought from National Statistical Bureau (NSB), CBS,
RUB and RIM. The information gathered from this survey will be used in reviewing/developing
anti-corruption policies, plans and programmes and also to rank agencies as per the perceived
levels of corruption. CBS also plans to conduct a survey in September 2006 in its efforts towards
developing GNH indicators. Amongst other issues, corruption will be covered by the survey.

To ACT besides WILL, COMMITMENT & CREATIVITY, no additional resource is required!!!
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Islands of Integrity
This is a self-explanatory idea that is being exploited with individuals and agencies who have
shown genuine concerns over growing corruption in the country and have expressed desire to
make a difference to people’s lives by fighting corruption. It is a way of upholding anti-corruption
values and setting examples by doing, with the ultimate aim of serving people better. Discussions
have been initiated with Trashigang Dzongkhag (Dzongdag, in fact, has been taking initiatives in
changing the organizational culture and bringing about systemic improvements), Mongar
Dzongkhags and Mongar Regional Referral Hospital. This network of self-motivated individuals
and institutions will be ACC’s asset and strength.

COMPLAINTS AND INVESTIGATION
Corruption is symptomatic of erosion of moral and ethical values and justice. It seriously stakes a
country’s stability. It benefits only a few and burdens the nation and the common people. One of
the biggest stakeholders in the fight against corruption is the people. Therefore, people at large
have an important responsibility. As a move towards fulfilling this important responsibility and
also in fulfilling their fundamental duty, the ACC hopes that people will lodge complaints
responsibly for the larger good.
The ACC receives complaints through its complaint site, anonymous and pseudonymous letters
and walk-in complainants. A complaints management committee, comprising 3 Commissioners,
Heads of Investigation Division and Legal & Planning Divisions (recent inclusion) review the
complaints weekly. An effective complaints management system with clear procedures and
criteria is being developed. A comprehensive investigation manual also has to be drafted. Ninety
one percent of the complaints are anonymous (few pseudonymous). This indeed places a great
responsibility and challenge to the ACC. The Complaints Management Committee values and
reviews every piece of information that it receives.
As of August 31, 2006, the ACC has received 104 complaints: 51 against central agencies, 22
against Dzongkhags & Geogs, 16 against corporations, 13 against private organizations, 10 against
individuals (one strongly implicated the ACC Chairperson), 5 against schools, 3 against security
forces and 2 against Dratshang (exceeds 104 since some complaints contain more than one issue).
Nine are walk-in-complaints. Complaints range from illegal land transaction, abuse of tax and
trade policies, discriminate enforcement of laws, nepotism, collusion in tenders, forgery,
embezzlement, misuse of public properties to false claims. 24
From the pursuable cases, 50% have been taken up with concerned agencies and RAA. Some will
be revisited during systemic reviews. About 17 complaints have been closed for want of more
information. Forms of corruption reported in the complaints are largely attributable to inherent
weakness in organizational management. Senior managers have to take the responsibility of
enhancing organizational efficacy as they are responsible and accountable for anything happening
in their organizations. It would be undesirable for the ACC to be bogged down with agencies’
administrative and management matters risking inefficiency, misperception and agencies shunning
their important responsibilities. A culture of impunity and indifference prevails in most agencies –
Let us move from RHETORICS to ACTION! LET US ACT! Let us do what we say & say what we do!!!
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public and private. Further, the ACC also has to be mindful of the risk of complainants abusing it
for his/her vested or malicious intent or transferring the legal burden to the ACC with convenient
tones of corruption.
People have high expectations from the ACC, which is a source of great encouragement. However,
expectation without support is not helpful. The ACC’s experiences with enquiries have not been
really encouraging. Admittedly, it has to build the capacity in every aspect but public and system’s
support will ultimately determine its effectiveness and worth.
CHALLENGES
Changing attitude and behavior of people and promotion of a culture of intolerance to corruption is
the biggest challenge and the precursors to parliamentary democracy are not encouraging to people
and institutes committed to fighting corruption. Fighting corruption is a collective effort of people,
judiciary, prosecuting agency and the ACC. There is a concern whether they will be united by the
common goal of fighting corruption without fear and favor. To cut through the social and power
nets that create safe haven for corrupt people is another challenge. Professional development
under time and mounting work pressure against the backdrop of high public expectation is also a
challenge. However, with challenges come stronger determination and it is a great opportunity for
the ACC officials to make a difference. The ACC is committed to its mission and vision.
CONCLUSION
The ACC completes 8 months of its establishment on September 3, 2006. While it is premature to
quantify any tangible impact, the modest efforts that the office has made in close concert with all
agencies –public and private, it may not be wrong to say that corruption, as an issue, has gained
currency, which hopefully will lend to the creation of a conducive ambience for combating
corruption. If nothing at all, at least “people are talking about corruption” and there is a subtle
discomfort for corrupt and pliable individuals.
The major actor against corruption should be the government; it has to spearhead the fight. The
establishment of the Anti-Corruption Commission and enactment of enabling legislations are only
the necessary first steps. Public confidence is critical and it can only grow if people see that the
government is sincere in its anticorruption drive. Its sincerity should be manifested in the values
that ministries, agencies, other public and private entities and the Commission espouse, quality of
services that they deliver to the people and actions that they mete out against corrupt officials.
Some good work in attacking defects only at lower levels will be just a travesty of fighting
corruption. 25
Bhutan has gained international recognition for her novel and profound development philosophy,
the wise policies that have managed her pristine tradition, culture and environment and provided
better quality of life of her people. Leaders make a difference and we hope that the current changes
will herald greater leaders who will take Bhutan to dizzying heights of glory and happiness.
Integrity and incorruptibility of leaders at all levels is critical. With the strong political will,
Leaders should be incorruptible. They should lead by example!!!
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demonstrated by clear personal examples of senior leaders, stringent and indiscriminate
enforcement of laws and strong action against corrupt people, corruption can be minimized sooner
than later.
As Bhutan is going through a critical and an important period of her history, it is only apt to recall
His Majesty’s coronation speech and His only message to the people, which is timeless. He said,
“As far as you, my people, are concerned, you should not adopt the attitude that whatever is
required to be done for your welfare will be done entirely by the Government. On the contrary, a
little effort on your part will be much more effective than a great deal of effort on the part of the
Government. If the Government and people join hands and work with determination, our people
will achieve prosperity and our nation will become strong and stable. If every one of us consider
ourselves Bhutanese and Think and Act as one and if we have faith in the triple gem, our glorious
Kingdom of Bhutan will grow from strength to strength and achieve prosperity, peace and
happiness.”
Being a Buddhist country, acknowledging the political will at the highest level, comforted by the
fact of being small and corruption still being within manageable levels, being convinced that every
Bhutanese and every agency - public and the private are seriously concerned about growing
corruption in the country and are genuinely determined to fight the MENACE with SUSTAINED
WILL and COMMITMENT, Bhutan can be “corruption free” and the Royal Government of
Bhutan truly a SMART (small, moral, accountable, responsive and transparent) government.

“THE DESTINY OF OUR COUNTRY LIES IN OUR HANDS.”
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Annexure - I

Organization Structure & Staffing Position of Anti-Corruption Commission
Commission (3)

Chairperson – Neten Zangmo
Commisioners – Dorji Choden
Thinlay Wangdi

Secretariat (1)

1 ICT Officer – Vacant
1 ICT Assistant - Yeozer Dolma

Investigation Division
(8)

Investigation Unit

Adm.& Finance
Section (10)

Legal &
Planning
Division (4)

1 Chief Legal officer – Ugyen Wangdi
1 Legal Officer - vacant
1 Planning Officer– vacant
1 Assistant Planning Officer – Vacant

Intelligence Unit

1 Chief Investigation Officer - Jigmi Rinzin
3 Investigation Officers - vacant
2 Assistant Investigation Officers – vacant
2 Investigation Assistant - vacant

1 Head of Secretariat

Adm. &
Accounts

ICT Section (2)

Prevention Division
(4)

Systems
Review Unit

Research Unit

1 Finance Officer – Karma Wangdi
2 Pool PAs: – Rizin Pem &Yangzom
1 Assistant Accountant – Ugyen Tshomo
1 Office Assistant – vacant
1 Receptionist – Kinzang Norbu
3 Drivers (Langa, Sangay Namgay & Khangku)

Personnel

Public Education &
Advocacy Division (5)

Public Relation
Unit

1 Chief Research & Systems Analyst - Karma Thinley
1 Research Officer – Chimi Wangmo
1 System Analyst - vacant
1 Assistant System Analyst - vacant

Future expansion of the 3 Operational Divisions
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Program Design &
Development Unit

1 Chief Advocacy & Education Officer - vacant
1 Public Education Officer - vacant
1 Asst. Public Education Officer Ugyen Tshering
1 Program Officer - vacant
1 Assistant Program Officer - vacant

Annex – II
ACC/Action-12/2006/40

February 16, 2006

“Although Bhutan had been once effectively brought under the beneficent influence of strict law
and justice, it subsequently, on account of general corruption and laxity on the part of those in
authority, became slack in all branches. If this should be allowed to continue, there would be no
distinction between right and wrongdoing, no justice, and without justice human beings cannot
have happiness and peace."

Shabdrung Ngawang Namgyal
Honorable Prime Minister,
Cabinet Secretariat,
Tashichodzong
Honorable Lyonpo,

The Office of the Anti-Corruption Commission started functioning over a month ago. We have
been engaged in reviewing the Anti-Corruption Bill, drafting of a conceptual framework of its
operation, drawing of work schedule for 2006, finalization of UNDP Project (establishment &
capacity development package), collecting materials from other countries and organizations,
recruitment and establishment of the office.
Sir, we fully recognize the daunting challenges in discharging the important responsibilities. The
Royal Government’s aspirations will be our mission. We are confident and determined that we
will succeed in fulfilling the mission but only with the genuine and sustained support, morally and
materially, of the ministries, agencies, Dzongkhags, Gewogs, private sector and the people at
large. It is our ardent hope that the deep concerns overgrowing corruption will translate into
sustained and collective efforts to combat the moral disorder.
Corruption is a silent crime that is sustained by weak systems and lack of accountability. It is a
symptom of degeneration of moral order of a society. It breeds inequality and injustice and
seriously undermines the Royal Government’s ability and desire to provide effective and basic
services to the people. It hurts common people the most.
A credible, responsive and a dynamic Public Service is intrinsic to good governance. Public
servants implement policies, plans and programme. His Majesty always and particularly has been
concerned over the efficiency, effectiveness and morale of civil servants. In 1984, the RCSC was
commanded to revitalize and invigorate the administrative machinery to make it more responsible,
accountable and effective, which still remains a priority of the Royal Government.
In 1999, when the country commemorated the Silver Jubilee of His Majesty’s progressive and
peaceful reign, it was again His Majesty’s desire that the occasion be an opportunity to take
initiatives to enhance the ability of the Royal Government to be sensitive and responsive to the
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needs of the people and to raise public awareness and determination to prevent the evil of
corruption from taking root in our society.
Sir, drawing general guidance from the Royal Government’s concerns over growing corruption
and its aspiration for a united, secure, just, peaceful, prosperous, and happy nation, fully
recognizing the indispensability of collective efforts and the critical role of the people, our
principal strategy will be a coherent and a comprehensive approach of in-house capacity
development and networking, prevention, education and advocacy and prosecution.
The major player in the national strategy to combat corruption must be the Royal Government
itself, it has to spearhead the fight. The setting up of the Anti-Corruption Commission and
enactment of the enabling legislation, we believe, are only the necessary first steps in the design of
a national strategy. Besides the Commission will be as effective or ineffective as the Royal
Government and the people want it to be.
Public confidence is critical and it can only grow if people realize that the Royal Government is
sincere in its anticorruption drive - manifested in the values that ministries, agencies, other public
entities and the Commission espouse and promote, services that they provide to the people and
more importantly actions that they mete out against corrupt officials. Some good work in attacking
defects only at lower levels will be just a travesty of a serious anti-corruption initiative.
Corruption is generally believed to thrive when people receive meager salaries. However, if higher
salary were a solution, every salary revision by the Royal Government should have “cleaned” the
system. Higher salary without strong will and commitment to change attitudes and to strictly
enforce anti-corruption regulations perhaps is a non-starter. Curbing corruption is about changing
attitudes, changing negative habits and behavior. It is unfortunate and ironical that Bhutanese as
Buddhists has developed a high tolerance for corruption, undermining the morality enshrined in
Buddha’s Noble Eightfold Path. If inaction against corrupt people continues, a culture of impunity
will become entrenched breeding more corruption, which will be costly – spiritually, socially,
politically and economically, to the people and the country.
Sir, empirical studies have revealed that magnitude of corruption in developing countries in Asia
is at 30-40% of the annual budget. We may be quite close to the range considering the levels of
corrupt practices. In 1999, the Centre of Bhutan Studies conducted a study on various forms of
corruption in our system. The revelations were certainly not surprising or unknown. Such forms of
corruption are still rampant. The inherent weakness in organizational administration and
management and perhaps some structural deficiencies in the system are attributable to the
rampancy. Corruption is a cancer but it can be malignant if it is not addressed -NOW.
Some common forms of corruption are: (i) manipulations of estimates (construction alone
accounts for 30-35 % of an annual budget- Nu.4627-5398 million for 2005-6 FY), (ii) tendering
(public servant-private sector and private-private sector collusions), (iii) payments for unexecuted
works or undelivered goods, (iv) procurement (accounts for about 25-30% of the annual budget)
(quantitative and qualitative manipulations; fictitious and unnecessary purchases), (v) monopolies,
(vi) actions by officials against the principles of meritocracy that impinge on the performance and
morale of public servants (remuneration accounts for about 15% of the total annual budgetNu.2313 million), (vii) misuse of training opportunities (accounts for 5% of the budget-Nu.771
million), (viii) weak and discriminate enforcement of rules and regulation, (ix) intentional delays
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of approvals and clearances that lead to cost escalation, (x) illegal ownership of government land,
(xi) provision of unnecessary budget heads, (xii) consultancies, (xiii) fronting, (xiv) ad hoc
development programme, (xv) misuse of natural resources (consequent costs of such malpractices
are high), (xvi) misuse and abuse of government properties and facilities including office time,
(xvii) misuse of public servants for private work, (xviii) embezzlement of funds, (xix)
manipulations in air ticketing, (xx) manipulations of bills including double and false claims (e.g.
rampancy of false and unjustified TA/DA claims; monitoring payments during financial year
closing may be revealing; TA/DA accounts for 5.5 % of the budget –Nu.848 million for 2005-6
FY), (xxi) pilferage of properties, stores and vehicle parts including fuel, (xxii) rentals and hiring,
(xxiii) revenue leakage, (xxiv) underassessment of auction items, (xxv) manipulations of vehicle
accident reports and insurance claims, (xxvi) “kidu” (by officials) endorsements (not corruption
but “generosity” at the cost of the government) and (xxvii) misuse during chadi.
Acknowledging the political will at the highest level, comforted by the fact of being small and
corruption still being within manageable levels, being convinced that every Bhutanese, every
agency and the private sector are seriously concerned about corruption in the country and are
genuinely determined to address the social ill with SUSTAINED WILL and COMMITMENT, the
Office of the Anti-Corruption Commission urges all the Honorable Ministers, Parliamentarians,
Judges, Generals, Brigadiers, Secretaries, Managers, Heads of all public entities, Local Leaders,
Principals and the private sector to immediately take measures (if not done despite the GG+
report) to address corruption or inefficiencies in your organization.
Sir, such an initiative, however, should not be misperceived as an imposition from the
Commission. Such initiatives are management imperatives that promote efficiency, transparency,
accountability and professionalism – values that the Royal Government has been espousing for the
last three decades or so. Regardless of the Commission’s intervention, it is an important and an
inherent component of every ministry’s and agency’s responsibility. The Commission will
monitor closely and follow-up on the initiatives that the ministries, agencies, Dzongkhags,
Gewogs and the private sector take. Impact of the initiatives should clearly reflect qualitative
(organizational culture, attitude, etc. – although culture cannot be changed overnight) and
quantitative (savings, action time, etc.) measures. The Commission will seek such measures while
monitoring the implementation progress as a first step of its larger anti-corruption strategy.
Combating corruption is also an important component of the GG+ document, a gift that we offered
to His Majesty on His 50th Birthday. Besides the recommendations made in the GG+ Report, in
few organizations a total overhauling may be imperative and urgently so to create an effective
platform to initiate any anti-corruption measure at all for which the RCSC should provide full
support. Rules and procedures particularly related to service provisions, procurement and
tendering need to be simplified and innovative. Public servants, particularly in vulnerable sectors,
need to be transferred regularly (as also in the BCSR 2002). Ensure effective and indiscriminate
enforcement of laws, which will warrant re-orientation of organizational culture and close
monitoring. Promote aggressive ICT application for efficiency. BESIDES WILL,
COMMITMENT AND INNOVATIVENESS, NO ADDITIONAL RESOURCE IS REQUIRED.
The Position Classification System (PCS) having been introduced, afore mentioned initiatives
should also be a factor for measuring performances of managers at all levels (heads of units, etc.)
including the Secretaries. We hope that the civil servants particularly the senior officials, being
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convinced of the PCS’s virtues, will take the ownership of the policy and implement it in SPIRIT
and form.
Sir, the Royal Government should make corruption as an agenda for cabinet discussions.
Honorable Ministers, Parliamentarians, Judges, senior officials and local leaders must make
personal statements as their determination to fight corruption, waste and inefficiency in areas
under their control. Political will is of paramount importance for the Royal Government’s drive
against corruption. Integrity and incorruptibility of leaders at all levels will be critical in making or
breaking the country. In Bhutan, the strong political leadership committed to fighting corruption
and promoting an anticorruption culture at the highest level offers a firm foundation to sincerely
address the social sickness. With the strong political will, demonstrated by clear personal
examples of senior leaders and sustained enforcement action, Bhutan will be recognized as a
country that is serious about countering corruption.
Combating corruption is a collective responsibility and it is time for collective action. We look
forward to the persevering support of all the ministries, agencies, Dzongkhags, Gewogs and the
people at large in fulfilling our common goal of a secure, just, peaceful, prosperous and happy
nation.

With respect,
Yours faithfully,

Neten Zangmo
(Chairperson)
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Letter copied to the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Prime Minister, Cabinet Secretariat, Tashichhodzong
Speaker, National Assembly, Gyalyong Tshokhang
Chief Justice, Royal Court of Justice
Ministers
Chairman, RMA, BOB, RICB & NPPF, C/o. Ministry of Finance
Chairman, BNB, C/o Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Chairman, BPC, BFAL, BHPC, CHPC, KHPC, PCAL, C/o. Ministry of Trade & Industry
Chairman, BPCL, BBS, Bhutan Telecom, BBPL, C/o Ministry of Information &
Communications
9. Chairman, NHDC, C/o Ministry of Works & Human Settlement
10. Chairman, Druk Air Corporation and President, CBS
11. Chairman, NSB, President, BOC, C/o Ministry of Labour & Human Resources
12. Chairman, RUB, C/o Ministry of Education
13. Deputy Minister, NEC
14. Secretary to His Majesty the King, Tashichhodzong
15. Secretary to HRH the Trongsa Penlop
16. Zhung Kalyon, RAC
17. Chief Election Commissioner
18. Auditor General, RAA
19. Secretary, Cabinet Secretariat, Tashichhodzong
20. Secretary, National Assembly Secretariat
21. All Secretaries to the Royal Government
22. Secretary, RCSC
23. Secretary, Planning Commission Secretariat
24. Secretary, Dratshang Lhentshog
25. Dasho Bap Kesang, Chairperson, RIM Management Board, C/o RCSC
26. Dasho Sangay Thinley, President, RSPN, C/o Ministry of Agriculture
27. Dasho Sangay Thinley, Chairman, FCB, FDC & BAIL, C/o Ministry of Agriculture
28. Aum Yangki T. Wangchuk, Chairperson, BDFC & Kuensel Corporation, C/o Ministry of
Finance, Tashichhodzong
29. President, BCCI
30. Secretary General, BCCI
31. 20 Dzongdags
32. 20 Drangpons
33. DYT & GYT Chairpersons
34. Chief Operations Officer & Chairman of Army Welfare Project, RBA, Lungtenphu
35. Commandant, RBG, Dechencholing
36. Chief of Police, RBP
37. Secretary, NWAB
38. Director General, Office of Tarayana Foundation, Thimphu
39. Director, YDF
40. Project Director, Renew Secretariat, Zangtopelri
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Annex - III
Sl. No. Name

Designation

Qualification

Dt. of Joining

1

Neten Zangmo

Chairperson

M. Ed. (tech.voc)

4/1/2006

2

Aum Dorji Choden

Commissioner

MA (in public adm)

20/2/2006

3

Thinlay Wangdi

Commissioner

M.Sc.

15/2/2006

4

Jigme Rinzin

5

Karma Thinlay

Chief
Investigation
Officer B.Com(Honours)
(Head)
Chief Prevention Officer (Head) B. Tech.

19/3/2006

6

Techu Dorji

Investigation Officer

Diploma in Forestry

4/9/06

7

Leki Dendup

Assistant Investigation Officer

PGCFM

1/9/2006

6

Ugyen Wangdi

7

Karma Wangdi

Chief Legal & Planning Officer LL.M
(Head)
Head, AFD
MPA

8

Ugyen Tshering

9

4/3/2006

20/1/2006
18/1/2006
17/03/2006

Chhimi Wangmo

Asst. Education &Advocacy PGCE
Officer
Asst. Research Officer
B.Ad.

10

Yeozer Dolma

Asst. ICT II

DIMS

7/1/2006

11

Ugyen Tshomo

Asst. Accountant II

DFM

7/10/2006

12

Rinzin Pem

PA

Certificate

1/1/2006

13

Yangzom

P.A.

Class-XII

5/5/2006

14

Kelzang Norbu

Receptionist

Class-XII

5/1/2006

15

Kelzang Dema

Cleaner

Non formal Education 3/1/2006

16

Langala

Driver

Driver Training

17

Sangay Namgay

Driver

18

Khankhu Drukpa

Driver

National
Driving 21/6/2006
Training Institute
National
Driving 15/6/2006
Training Institute
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19/5/2006

1/1/2006

Annex – IV
PUBLIC EDUCATION & ADVOCACY
As part of ACC’s prevention strategy, public education to create general awareness, inculcate a
sense of responsibility collectively or individually and to build a foundation of intolerance towards
corruption, has been a top priority. ACC initiated sensitization meetings since March 2006,
beginning with the capital city, Thimphu. ACC has conducted meetings in 11 Dzongkhags,
primarily with the DYT members, Dzongkhag staff and teachers & students of Higher Secondary
Schools. The details of the meetings are tabulated below:
Sl.
No

Date

1

11/4/06

2

31/5/06

3

6/6/06

4
5

13/6/06
25/6/06

6
7

2/8/06
3/8/06

8

3/8/06

9

15/8/06

10

15/8/06

11

16/8/06

12

16/8/06

13

17/8/06

14

18/8/06

15

19/8/06

15

19/8/06

17

19/8/06

18

21/8/06

Dzongkhag/Agency and Participants

Stakeholders’ consultative workshop in Thimphu, attended
by government official, local leaders and private sector
Paro Dzongkhag, attended by Dzongkhag Administration
staff, DYT/GYT members and Regional Heads
Wangdi Dzongkhag, attended by DYT/GYT members &
sectoral heads
Thimphu Dzongkhag, attended by
Meeting with Chimis, Councillors and Dzongdas during 85th
NA Session in Thimphu
Haa Dzongkhag, attended by
Punakha Dzongkhag, attended by DYT/GYT members and
the Dzongkhag Administration staff
Punakha Higher Secondary School, attended by the teachers
and students of Classes IX, X & XII
Jigmi Sherubling HS School, Khaling, attended by teachers
& students, teachers of Khaling LSSchool & NID
Sherubtse College, Kanglung, attended by lecturers &
students
Shongphu Geog, attended by public, Trashigang Dzongkhag
sectoral heads, Headmasters of Primary Schools and teachers
Rangjung HS School, attended by teachers and students
including Vocational Training Institute lecturers & trainees
and teachers of Rangjung Lower Secondary School
Bayling HS School, Trashiyangtse, attended by teachers &
students
Tashi Yangtse Dzongkhag, attended by DYT/GYT members
and staff of Dzongkhag Administration
Mongar Dzongkhag, attended by DYT/GYT members and
staff of Dzongkhag Administration
Mongar Regional Referral Hospital, attended by doctors,
nurses and staff of the administration
Mongar HS School, attended by teachers and students of
MHSS and Mongar LS School
Bumthang Dzongkhag , attended by DYT/GYT members
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No. of
Participants

138
106
45
40
140
57
56
543
606
636
423
526

460
50
67
28
602
137

19
20

21/8/06
21/8/06

21

22/8/06

22
23
24

22/8/06
23/8/06
24/8/06

25

25/8/06

and staff of Dzongkhag Administration
Jakar HS School, attended by teachers & students
Sonam Kuenphen HS School, attended by teachers &
students
Trongsa Dzongkhag, attended by DYT/GYT members,
Dzongkhag staff, Primary school teachers & businessmen
Sherubling HS School, attended by teachers and students
Zhemgang HS School, attended by teachers and students
Zhemgang Dzongkhag, attended by DYT/GYT members and
staff of Dzongkhag Administration
7th Committee of Principals’ Meeting in Thimphu, attended
by heads of tertiary institutes and RUB officials
Total

497
182
200
487
431
75
20
6,552

The sensitization meetings comprised a brief presentation by ACC members on the ACC organization,
mandates, anti-corruption strategies, definition of corruption, causes and consequences, important aspects
from Anti-Corruption Act and the role of citizens in combating corruption. This was followed by
interactive session to clarify doubts and most importantly to generate views, concerns and suggestions from
the participants to strategize anti-corruption measures. The following is a summary, in order of most
frequently questions and concerns raised in the meetings:
1.

Public in general admits, that there is corruption in all sectors and at all levels, but more with higher
posts and larger works. While establishment of ACC is appreciated, their apprehension is that it
should not only have good policies and strategies in place but be able to enforce the laws stringently
without any partiality.

2.

Nepotism is raised as a serious issue and a deeper root of corruption in Bhutan. Particularly, the
students voiced that preferential treatment to those with influential background are given in selection
interviews for training scholarship, employment, postings/transfers, medical treatment referrals,
school admission and police cases. Specific mention was made of preferential treatment in the
selection by RBA for NDA courses. Concerns were expressed that there is no transparency and
candidates with influential background are given preferential treatment irrespective of whether
required criteria are fulfilled or not. What is ACC’s view and can ACC intervene in such cases?

3.

The offering of gifts or “changjey” which was customary is now viewed quite differently by many
participants. Most participants expressed that “changjey” is increasingly getting in the way of good
governance and public service delivery systems and inclining more towards corruption. Some also
cited the example of HH Je Khenpo, banning the fees that used to be offered during funeral and
religion is also not free from corruption. From this angle, ACC was requested to carefully study and
come up with appropriate rules.

4.

Corruption is taking place in all sectors; and more so by people with power, wealth and influence.
Often, people in high positions occupy government land, build houses and make apple orchards.
Bhutan is small and closely knit society and reporting against powerful people can be dangerous if
uncovered. How can ACC protect the informer and how effectively? Questions were also raised on
whether ACC has plans to provide incentives to the informers.

5.

ACC is small and also intends to maintain the office small. With corruption taking place even in
remote areas, especially bribery in the election of local leaders in 2008, which will be difficult to
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6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

detect, how does ACC plan to cover?. Will ACC establish focal persons, secret agencies or open
branch offices in the Dzongkhags/ Geogs?
ACC has various modes of getting information on complaints on corrupt practices. What provision is
there, in case the information is wrong and that defamation has already been caused to an innocent
person? Many participants cautioned ACC on anonymous complaints as people have the tendency to
report anything that one is not happy about and in the process good, honest, hard working people may
get effected and demoralized.
What action will be taken if ACC staffs are involved in corrupt practices? Where will the complaints
be lodged and what mechanisms are there to deal with such cases? Apprehensions were expressed as
organizations have the tendency to cover up the actions and provide protection to their own staff.
Similar concerns on checks and balances were raised on staff in other law enforcement agencies like
RAA, RCSC, Police and Judiciary.
Questions were raised on the working relationship of ACC with the media. One view was that the
present media does not look promising, as it appears to be restricted by the Media Act. Some
participants said that the cases pertaining to a common man are reported in detail without hesitation,
while those at power and influential are never reported in full. Media’s role in naming and shaming
can be undermined. On the other hand, media is also not making an objective assessment of the
information reported, causing undue defamation. This tantamount to an act of corruption. What is
ACC’s view and whether ACC can intervene?
ACC and RAA were thought to be performing similar functions and to this end, many sought
clarifications. Some also commented that ACC should not be another RAA where cases are reported
but never acted upon.
Good leadership is cited to be important in fighting corruption. But how are the criteria for leadership
set? For example, there is no specific qualification requirement for a gup and therefore an educated
youth gets rejected on the ground of being young and having no experience.
Many expressed views that corruption will increase when the Parliamentary Democracy is established
in 2008. Queries were raised as to whether ACC will work with Election Commission, as election
fraud will be rampant. The participants also requested that ACC should cover public education
program at the grass root level before 2008, although Dzongkags and Geog leaders will also
disseminate information.
Construction sector has been quoted to have the maximum corruption. This was clear from the media
reports and also the NA discussion. But why is ACC not taking any actions? Questions were also
raised on ACC not taking action on other complaints, as they reported to have received many
complaints.
Honesty and hard work are said to be the key to success. But issues were raised on cheating during
examination, especially in Private schools, which undermines the very foundation of integrity and
anti-corruption. What role has ACC to curb such malpractices?
Created from debates in the NA, some participants sought clarification on the definition on corruption
and irregularities “tshuelmin”. Many expressed views that if all irregularities are corruption, this will
have negative impact in carrying out developmental works, as some degree of irregularities are
inevitable.
Suggestions were made that anti-corruption education should closely collaborate with Value
Education and religion, as the ultimate message is the same.
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Annex - V
List of rules and regulation for operationalization of the Anti-Corruption Act
1. Chairperson and members’ salary, tenure, discipline and other service conditions (a
body has to prepare it for all institution’s posts).
2. Commission’s power related to administration
3. Secretariat’s functions (section 56)
4. Service rules (section 27) (BCSR will be the basis)
5. Inquiry Committee and its procedures (section 23)
6. Delegation of powersCommission’s rules of procedures (section 19)
7. Conflicts of interest (sections 39 & 40)
8. Declaration of gifts, presents, benefits or donations (section 38-e)
9. Private trade or commercial activities (section 41-b)
10. Rules on entrapment (section 48)
11. Debarment Committee (section 45-i)
(a) Abandonment/Termination of Contract
(b) Withdrawal of Tenders
(c) Withdrawal of Tender After Award
(d) Use of Sub-Standard Materials and Short Supply/ Cheating/Attempted Cheating
(e) Giving False Information
(f) Poor Performance Reports
(g) Unauthorised Sub-Contracting
(h) Debarment of Director/Partner/Managers/Employees
(i) Violation of safety regulations or safety requirements
(j) Compromise of national security or public interest
12. Procedure to revoke work order, license, lease and contract agreement (section 45-j)
13. Implementation of anti-corruption national strategy, plan and programme by public and
private entities
14. Procedure to coordinate with private sector in developing standards, procedures & code of
ethics
15. Asset Declaration by civil servants and public officials (section 54-l)
16. Procedure to obtain information from asset declaration (section 54-l)
17. Procedure to issue authorization and identity card
18. Procedure to suspend on alleged person from service and seizure of his business
19. Procedure for the Commission to take decision on the investigation report
20. Protection for informers, witnesses and their family members
21. Procedure to surrender the confiscated or recovered property or its proceeds to the
government
22. Complaint registration
23. Complaint on review Committee
24. Discreet verification
25. Investigation Manual
26. Procedures to obtain documents from agencies and persons
27. Procedure to seek formal assistance from the police in the course of investigation, search
and seizure
28. Procedure for temporary suspension
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Annex - VI
Routes to simplification: to reduce administrative burden
Ways to simplify

Actions to take
• Remove the regulation
• Use alternatives to regulation, e.g. voluntary code or practice
• Remove the information obligation from the regulation
• Exempt groups or sectors of stakeholders from the obligation,
e.g. small businesses
• Consolidate/merge secondary legislation and requirements
• Simplify the terminology of the regulation and reduce its
complexity

1. Remove, reduce,
merge or improve
regulations

•
•
2. Simplify the process
to comply with
regulations

•
•
•
•

3. Data-sharing
joint
up government

and

4.
Develop
solutions
and services

ICT-

5.
Provide
guidance
information

better
and

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Remove unnecessary forms, inspections or data requests
Reduce the time taken to fill out forms, e.g. by improving their
design, clarity etc.
Prioritise resources, e.g. less inspection of stakeholders with a
good record (risk based inspection)
Reduce the frequency of information requests
Harmonise requests for information with other information
obligations
Collect the data from other government bodies rather than from
stakeholders
Collect the data directly from stakeholders’ ICT-systems
Set up one-stop-shop systems for stakeholders
Develop standard definitions in legislation
Make forms and other data requests available or the internet
Pre-populate forms
Make forms interactive/“intelligent” so that they not request
irrelevant data
Make electronic one-stop-shop systems so that stakeholders can
make use of joint Government web-portals
Develop better and more accessible guidance, e.g. by making
guidance available on the internet.
Rewrite guidance in simpler language.
Separate compulsory from voluntary requirement in guidance
Make regulations available on-line, potentially through a joint
public sector portal
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Annex - VII
Guidelines and Forms for Income, Asset and Liability Declaration

1.

In accordance with the Anti-Corruption Act of Bhutan, Section 140, a person holding a
public position, shall declare his/her income, assets and liabilities in the Forms given as Part
A, B, C and D, including that of his/her spouse(s) and dependants. (If the space provided is
inadequate, the same can be expanded or additional information may be provided as
attachment).

2.

The declarations shall be submitted within three months upon taking office, updated
annually thereafter and three months prior to vacation of office. Annual declaration shall be
made from 1st of November to end of December.

3.

In accordance to the Anti-Corruption Act, Section 140, the declarations of the public
officials (Attachment) shall be submitted to the office of the Anti-Corruption Commission.
The Secretariat of the Commission shall maintain the records.

4.

The declaration of the Chairperson of the Anti-Corruption Commission shall be included in
the annual report to be submitted to His Majesty, Parliament and the Prime Minister.

5.

The declaration of the Anti-Corruption Commissioners shall be submitted to the Chairperson
of the Anti-Corruption Commission.

6.

The employees of the Civil Service, Autonomous Agencies, Corporations, Armed Forces,
NGO’s and any other agency operating on public resources shall submit their declarations to
their respective authorities.

7.

The declaration shall be confidential. However, in accordance to the Anti-Corruption Act,
Section 140, upon application to the Commission and subject to its satisfaction that such
information will not be used maliciously but for the interest of the general public, access to
such declarations may be allowed.

8.

As per the provision of the Anti-Corruption Act, Section 141, the Commission may verify
the accuracy of declaration of income, assets and liabilities, including their spouse(s) and
dependants.

9.

In accordance to the Anti-corruption Act, Section 54, the Anti-Corruption Commission shall
have access to the declaration of any public servant or persons using public resources.

10.

Failure to submit the declaration will be guilty of an offence and liable for penalty as per the
Anti-corruption Act, Section 128. Failure to enforce the penalty by the Head of Agency shall
be liable for penalty as per the Anti-corruption Act, Section 129.
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Part A – General information
I.

Reason for Declaration (tick)
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

II.

Appointment
Annual declaration
Vacation of office
Any other reason

Details of declarant
Name

III.

Place of
Birth

Date of
Birth

Marital
Status

Contact Address (Phone,
e-mail)

Details of spouse(s)
Name

IV.

ID Card
No.

ID Card
No.

Place of Birth

Date of
Birth

Contact Address
(Phone, e-mail)

If employed, name of
the organization

Details of dependants
Name

ID Card
No.

Relationship

Date of
Birth

Contact Address
(Phone, e-mail)

If employed, name
of the organization

Part B – Declaration of income, assets and liabilities
If you or your spouse(s) or your dependants own assets, please provide details under the relevant
sections of Tables 1-7 given below:
Table 1: Immovable property
Name of the
registered
owner

Type of
Property

Plot or
Thram
No.

Location

Estimated
market
value
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Acquisition
Mode & when
Source of finance,
acquired
if purchased

Table 2: Shares and stocks
Name of the
registered
owner

Certificate
Number

No. of
Shares
/ stocks

Name of
company or
business

Estimated
market
value

Acquisition
Mode & when
Source of
acquired
finance, if
purchased

Table 3: Vehicle/machineries
Name of the
registered
owner

Type of
vehicle/
machineries

Model &
year of
manufacture

Registration
No.

Estimated
value

Acquisition
Mode &
Source of
when
finance, if
acquired
purchased

Table 4: Interest bearing deposits
Name of the
owner

Types of
deposits

Account
No.

Bank/Financial
Institutions/ Companies

Amount

Mode of
acquisition

Table 5: Convertible assets such as the works of art, jewellery, gold, and other
value, exceeding a total value of Nu.100,000/=
Name of the
owner

Description of the
item

Estimated
value
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objects of

Acquisition
Mode & when
Source of finance, if
acquired
purchased

Table 6: Commercial activities and other property rights
Name of the
registered owner

Type of activity

Acquisition
Source of finance, if
Mode & when
purchased
acquired

Estimated
value

Table 7: Other assets and activities not specified (if any)
Name of the
owner

Types of
assets/activities

Estimated
Value

Acquisition
Mode & when Source of finance,
acquired
if purchased

Remarks if
any

Note:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Immovable property means land, building, and house.

Name of the registered owner/owner means the declarant, declarant’s spouse(s) or dependants.
Dependant means an individual including children entirely dependent on earnings of the declarant.
Mode of acquisition means how the assets were acquired i.e purchased, inherited, gifted, etc.

Part D - Income statement
Please indicate your gross income from the following sources for the year previous one year
Types of Income
Income
from
employment
Income
from
consultancy
Rental income from
land & building
Interest income from
deposits & securities
Income
from
shareholdings
Income from hire of
vehicles/ machineries or
any other property
except land & building.
Any other incomes not
specified above
Grand Total

Declarant

Spouse(s)
1
2
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1

Dependants
2

3

Total

Part E – Liabilities
Loans, mortgages, etc.
Creditor (Name of
Financial Institution)

Name of Debtor

Loan Amount

Loan
Outstanding

Remarks if any

Course

Annual
Expenditure

Remarks if any

Expenditure on childrens’ education
Name of child

Name of Institute, place

Other investments if any not covered above, please specify

Declaration:
I hereby declare that the information given in this Form is true and correct to the best of my
knowledge. In case any information is found incorrect, I assume full responsibility thereof and
shall be liable for prosecution as per the Anti-Corruption Act, Section 128.

(Name and signature of the Declarant)

Date:

Countersigned by spouse(s)

1. (Name and signature)

Date:

2. (Name and signature)

Date
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List of public officials required to submit declaration of income, assest and liability to the
office of the Anti-Corruption Commission:

(a) Prime Minister;
(b) Speaker and members of the National Assembly;
(c) Chairperson and members of the National Council;
(d) Chief Justice of Bhutan;
(e) Minister;
(f) Constitutional office holder;
(g) Secretary to the Government;
(h) Ambassador and Consul;
(i) Members of the constitutional office;
(j) Head of autonomous agency;
(k) Head of armed force;
(l) Chief of police;
(m) Chairperson of Dzongkhag Thsogdu, Gewog Tshogde and Thromde Tshogde
(n) Chairperson and chief executive of corporation and financial institution; and
(o) Any other public official that the Commission may prescribe from time to time
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Annex - VIII

OFFICE OF THE ANTI-CORRUPTION COMMISSION
ROYAL GOVERNMENT OF BHUTAN
THIMPHU

Corruption Perception Survey 2006

OFFICE OF THE ANTI-CORRUPTION COMMISSION

Corruption Perception Survey 2006
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Objective
Many statements are made about corruption in our country. So far, no survey and study have been
conducted to validate such statements. The Office of the Anti-Corruption Commission (ACC) is
conducting survey to get an overview of corruption in our society.
The objective of the survey is to enable the ACC:
i)
to establish public perception of corruption in the country;
ii)
to identify the causes and forms of corruption; and
iii)
to ascertain the extent and levels of corruption.

Guidelines for filling up the form:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

vi)

Survey will cover the entire country.
All Bhutanese citizens are encouraged to provide their input for the study.
One person will fill up only one form.
The respondent is encouraged to be objective and responsible in completing the
questionnaire.
In filling questionnaires 4, 5 and 6, information should not pertain only to your own direct
involvement, but also information obtained indirectly through other reliable sources. Be
clear and specific to the point. Long explanations are not necessary.
ACC will maintain confidentiality and be responsible for any complaints arising from
information assumed in the forms.

General information about yourself:

Name (optional): ………………………………………… …………………….
Age: Please tick (9)

Below 25 years

26-40 years

Above 41years

Occupation: ……………………………… Place of station: …………………..
Gender: Please tick (9)

Male /

Female
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1

Table 1 enlists possible forms of corruption that exist in our country.
Please tick (9) one cell against each statement in Table 1 to indicate your perception on
forms of corruption.

Table 1
1
Strongly
agree

Forms of corruption

Nepotism,
favoritism
(recruitment,
promotion, transfer, etc)
Misuse of public funds
Misuse of human resources
Misuse of natural resources (minerals, sand,
timber, etc)
Misuse of public facilities (office tools,
equipment, furniture, etc)
Misuse of public assets (land, building,
vehicle, etc)
Privatisation of public institutions for private
gains
Taking and giving bribes
Collusion between public & private in
procurement (construction, consultancy,
supplies & other contracts)
Collusion between private & private in
procurement (construction, consultancy,
supplies & other contracts)
Fronting involving national to national
Fronting involving national to Non-Bhutanese
Delaying decision/action deliberately for
corrupt motives
Others (please specify):
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2
Partly
agree

3
Disagree

4
Don’t know

2

Table 2 enlists the causes of corruption in our country.
Please tick (9) one cell against each statement in Table 2 to indicate your perception on
the causes of corruption.

Table 2
1
Strongly
agree

Causes of corruption

Needs (sheer necessity, basic minimum not
met)
Wants (greedy, never enough)
Social demands and obligations
Strong protective social net of the accused
Too many rules to follow
Lengthy procedures
Unclear rules with loopholes for manipulation
Lack of information and transparency on rules
& procedures
Non-enforcement of rules and procedures
Discriminatory & non-uniform application of
laws and rules
Inaction of cases reported
Poor or no proper accountability mechanism
Weak leaderships at all levels
Unfair business competition and practices
Lack of incentives/security
Weak and ineffective media
Inefficient service delivery
Others (specify):
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2
Partly
agree

3
Disagree

4
Don’t know

3

Tables 3.1 to 3.6 enlist extent of corruption at different level of authority in various
agencies in our country.
Please tick (9) one cell against each statement in Table 3.1 to 3.6 to evaluate your
perception on extent of corruption.

Table

3.1 - Government agencies
1
Strongly
agree

Statements

2
Partly
agree

3
Disagree

4
Don’t know

Corruption is more at the top decision making
level (Ministers, Secretaries, Directors,
Board Chairman, CEOs, etc)
Corruption is more at the middle
administrative and managerial level (Head of
Divisions /Sections, Project Managers, etc)
Corruption is more at the lower supervisory,
support and operational level (Procurement
officers, store managers, accountants, site
engineers, field inspectors, etc)
Others (please specify)

Table

3.2 - Corporations
1
Strongly agree

Statements

Corruption is more at top decision making
level (Board Chairman, Directors, CEOs,
etc)
Corruption is more at the middle
administrative and managerial level
(General Managers, Project Managers,
Divisional/Regional Managers, etc)
Corruption is more at the lower
supervisory, support and operational level
Others (please specify)
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2
Partly agree

3
Disagree

4
Don’t know

Table

3.3 - Autonomous agencies
Statements

1
Strongly agree

2
Partly agree

3
Disagree

4
Don’t know

1
Strongly agree

2
Partly agree

3
Disagree

4
Don’t know

Corruption is more at the top decision
making level (Board Chairman, CEOs,
Board of Directors, Directors, etc )
Corruption is more at the middle
administrative and managerial level
(Divisional /Regional Managers, Project
Managers, Managers, etc )
Corruption is more at the lower supervisory,
support and operational level
Others (please specify)

Table

3.4 - Local government
Statements

Corruption is more in
Dzongkhags
(Dzongda, Drangpon, DYT chairman,
City/Municipal Committee chairman and
members, etc)
Corruption is more in Dzongkhag sectoral
heads (Education, Health, Public Works,
Agriculture, Immigration & Census, etc )
Corruption is more in geogs (GYT
chairman, Tshogpas, Chimis, Mangaps, etc
)
Corruption is more in field and extension
workers (Education, Health, Public Works,
Agriculture, Immigration & Census, etc )
Others (please specify)
Table

3.5 - NGOs
1
Strongly
agree

Statements

Corruption is more at the top decision making
level (Chairman, CEOs, Board of Directors,
President, Directors, etc)
Corruption is more at the middle
administrative and managerial level (General
Secretary, Project Managers, Managers, etc )
Corruption is more at the lower supervisory,
support and operational level
Others (please specify)
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2
Partly
agree

3
Disagree

4
Don’t know

Table

3.6 - Private Sectors
1
Strongly
agree

Statements

2
Partly
agree

3
Disagree

4
Don’t know

Corruption is more at the top management
level (Proprietor, MDs, CEOs, Executive
Directors, etc )
Corruption is more at the middle
administrative and managerial level (Project
Managers, Managers, General Managers, etc )
Corruption is more at the lower supervisory,
support and operational level
Others (please specify)

4

Problems are usually faced while availing public services (such as in schools, hospitals, city
corporation, forest, land, immigration, police, judiciary, accounts, audit, customs, trade, etc.)
which often force one to indulge in corrupt practices.
Please use the boxes below to refer such problems you faced as a customer or known them
from reliable sources in the past three years. Use one box for one incident. Be clear and
specific to the point. Long explanations are not necessary.

Name of agency (Government, Private, Corporate, NGO, etc.): ……………………
Type of services availed: ……………………………………………………………
Problems encountered: ………………………………………………………………
What corrupt practices resorted to (if any): …………………………………………
Other details (if any): …………………………………………………………………
Name of agency (Government, Private, Corporate, NGO, etc.): ……………………
Type of services availed: ……………………………………………………………
Problems encountered: ……………………………………………………………..
What corrupt practices resorted to (if any): ………………………………………..
Other details (if any): ………………………………………………………………
Name of agency (Government, Private, Corporate, NGO, etc.): ……………………
Type of services availed: ……………………………………………………………
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Problems encountered: ……………………………………………………………..
What corrupt practices resorted to (if any): ………………………………………..
Other details (if any): ………………………………………………………………
Name of agency (Government, Private, Corporate, NGO, etc.): ……………………
Type of services availed: ……………………………………………………………
Problems encountered: ……………………………………………………………..
What corrupt practices resorted to (if any): ………………………………………..
Other details (if any): ………………………………………………………………
5

Abuse of authority in the form of nepotism (in personnel issues, procurement, contracts, etc.)
and misuse of funds, facilities, human or natural resources are considered as common and deep
rooted forms of corruption.
Please use boxes below to refer incidences you faced or know them from reliable sources in the
past three years. Use one box for one incident. Be clear and specific to the point. Long
explanations are not necessary.
Name of agency (Government, Private, Corporate, NGO, etc.): ………………….
Type of abuse/ misuse: …………………………………………………………….
Value of misuse (if quantifiable): ………………………………………………….
Level of authority (position/ post) involved: ………………………………………
Other details (if any): ………………………………………………………………
Name of agency (Government, Private, Corporate, NGO, etc.): ………………….
Type of abuse/ misuse: …………………………………………………………….
Value of misuse (if quantifiable): ………………………………………………….
Level of authority (position/ post) involved: ………………………………………
Other details (if any): ………………………………………………………………
Name of agency (Government, Private, Corporate, NGO, etc.): ………………….
Type of abuse/ misuse: …………………………………………………………….
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Value of misuse (if quantifiable): ………………………………………………….
Level of authority (position/ post) involved: ………………………………………
Other details (if any): ………………………………………………………………
Name of agency (Government, Private, Corporate, NGO, etc.): ………………….
Type of abuse/ misuse: …………………………………………………………….
Value of misuse (if quantifiable): ………………………………………………….
Level of authority (position/ post) involved: ………………………………………
Other details (if any): ………………………………………………………………

6

It is common practice that companies /individuals pay bribes or other forms
of
gratification to obtain certain public services.
Please use the boxes below to refer bribery related incidences you faced or know them from
reliable sources in the past three years. Use one box for one incident. Be clear and specific
to the point. Long explanations are not necessary.

Name of agency (Government, Private, Corporate, NGO, etc.): ……………………
Type of services availed: ……………………………………………………………
Bribery paid in kind or cash (amount if in cash): …………………………………..
Level of official involved: ………………………………………………………….
Other details (if any): ……………………………………………………………….
Name of agency (Government, Private, Corporate, NGO, etc.): ……………………
Type of services availed: ……………………………………………………………
Bribery paid in kind or cash (amount if in cash): …………………………………..
Level of official involved: ………………………………………………………….
Other details (if any): ……………………………………………………………….
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Name of agency (Government, Private, Corporate, NGO, etc.): ……………………
Type of services availed: ……………………………………………………………
Bribery paid in kind or cash (amount if in cash): …………………………………..
Level of official involved: ………………………………………………………….
Other details (if any): ……………………………………………………………….
Name of agency (Government, Private, Corporate, NGO, etc.): ……………………
Type of services availed: ……………………………………………………………
Bribery paid in kind or cash (amount if in cash): …………………………………..
Level of official involved: ………………………………………………………….
Other details (if any): ……………………………………………………………….

7

Has corruption increased or decreased in the last five years? Please tick (9)
Increased/

8

Decreased/

Remained same/

Don’t know

What recommendations do you have to improve curbing corrupt practices in our country?
…………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE
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Mailing Address:
Office of The Anti-Corruption Commission
Post Box No.: 1113
Thimphu
Bhutan

Tel. No.:
Fax. No.:
Website:
Email:

02 334863
02 334865
http://www.anti-corruption.org.bt
prevention.acc.druknet.bt
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